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Commitment
Chris Bragdon signs a charter signifying the administration's support of the Union expansion
while President Frederick E. Hutchinson and (from L to R) David Gagne, Kris Mueller, Karen
Newton and Dean of Students Dwight Rideout look on. Bragdon said the charter is not
signing the facilities into law, but only symbol izes the university's commitment to the project
if next week's referendum passes. (Page Photo.)
• Convenience
Phone-in registration gets
good reviews from students
By Peter Cook
Asst. City Editor
For years, registration at the
University of Maine meant wak-
ing up at inhumane hours and
waiting in line to get that perfect
schedule.
Those days may be past with
the implementation of the Inter-
active Voice Response system
on campus. Although the tech-
nology has been used for a few
years for students to call and
receive grades and test scores,
this is the first time it has been
used for registration on a large
scale.
"It's been great," said Vir-
ginia Gibson, associate dean of
the College of Business, "We
really view this as a better ser-
vice to the students."
Gibson said her school was
used to test the system last se-
mester, to much success.
"When we did the test, we
collected surveys from students,
See PHONE on page 4
Interfraternity Council President Jason Libby lights the Greek Week torch on the steps of
Fogler Library Monday. (Gagne Photo.)
• Public Safety
Sexual assault case
leaves student shaken
By Christine Thurston fused to comment.
In other police news:
A female student in Balentine
What officers thought was a Hall has become wary of answer-
routine request for a ride home ing her telephone lately due to
became a sexual assault case after criminal threatening.
a female student wandered into Laughlin said it is a case of
the Public Safety building on Sat- differences in arelationship, where
urday night. one woman threatened to kill the
"She came into the station to victim for hurting her boyfriend.
request transportation," Public Tapes of the calls show threats of
Safety Investigator William physical violence riddled with ex-
Laughlin said. "During the ride in pletives.
the cruiser, she told the officer "It is all in the eyes of the
that she had been sexually as- beholder," Laughlin said. "The
saulted." victim probably has a different
Laughlin said that the victim view than her sender."
was concerned about her health On April 11, several cases of
and diseases, besides being upset car-tampering were reported to
with the campus in general for Public Safety. Laughlin said a win-
what had happened to her. dow was smashed out of a blue
"She refused any medical at- Dodge Omni at Stodder Hall. The
tention and didn't give us many contents were disturbed and a mir-
specifics," Laughlin said. "We ror was removed from a vehicle at
gave her several telephone num- Estabrook Hall. A rear passenger
bers and are trying to get more window was broken in a vehicle
information from her." parked in the Knox Hall lot. All
Laughlin said Public Safety three incidents occurred between
doesn't know where the offense 10 p.m. on the 10th and 11 a.m. on
occurred, and there was a pres- the 1 1 th.
ence of alcohol in the case. From April 12 to April 14, sev-
Sergeant Robert Norman, an
officer involved in the case, re-
Staff Writer
See POLICE on page 6
• Internet
Web summit gets
students on line
By Chris Grimm
Managing Editor
The rising advances of the
digital world and the continual-
ly expanding options of the In-
ternet brought a summit of glo-
bal proportions to the Universi-
ty of Maine last week.
The Computer Connection;
with Computers and Instruction-
al Technology and the Fogler
Library hosted the third Annual
computer summit. This year's
event focused on the World Wide
Web.
The day-long event, which
occurred Thursday April 11, was
held in the Maine Center for the
Arts and Hauck Auditorium.
The lobby of the MCA was
filled with multiple vendors ex-
hibiting their WWW parapher-
nalia. Some of the vendors in
attendance included: Apple, Sun
MicroSystems, Silicon Graphics,
Adobe, MacroMedia, Quarter-
Deck and even UMaine' s own
ASAP Media Services had a sta-
tion set up amongst the dozen or
so vendors.
Doug Marchio, manager of
the computer connection and co-
host to the WWW summit, said
See WEB on page 4
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2• Affair
Canterbury botanist poisoned
1 WELLINGTON, New Zealand (AP) — Was it a fatal attraction with a poisonous twist?Friends say molecular biologist Victoria Calder was distraught and angry when
her lover, a college professor, dumped her for a younger scientist from Canada.
Six months after the acrimonious breakup, he was on the brink of death and now remains
blind and paralyzed.
Prosecutors say Calder was jealous enough to poison David Lloyd with a toxin familiar
only to scientific researchers.
The scenario has been playing out in a sensational trial that's captivated Christchurch,
a small city on New Zealand's South Island.
Calder, 46, has pleaded innocent to charges of attempted murder and poisoning. If
convicted she faces a maximum sentence of 14 years in prison.
It's the second time she's been hauled before the Christchurch High Court. A jury last
year failed to reach a verdict after a long and complex trial.
Lloyd, 49, was an internationally recognized botanist at Canterbury University who
lived with Calder more than six years.
He ended the affair in mid-1992 and proposed to Canadian scientist Linda Newstrom,
who is now his wife. Witnesses say Calder talked about poison for weeks afterwards.
3
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• Policy
New sanctions questioned by WTO
2 GENEVA (AP) — America's trading partners condemned new U.S. sanctionsagainst Cuba on Tuesday, calling them a violation of international rules and a threat
to the new World Trade Organization.
At a meeting of the WTO's General Council, delegates from Latin America, the
European Union, Canada, India, Japan, Southeast Asia and the Caribbean criticized the
U.S. measures. None called on the council to take formal action to assess the legality of the
sanctions.
To punish Cuba for shooting down two civilian planes, President Clinton signed the
Helms-Burton bill last month. It allows Americans to sue foreigners who profit from U.S.
properties confiscated by the Communist government. The bill aims to choke off foreign
investment in Cuba.
Delegates complained that the sanctions penalize third parties.
Speaking for Latin American nations, Bolivia said the U.S. policy threatens the
credibility of the WTO, which is meant to be a forum for settling disputes without resorting
to unilateral sanctions.
Canada and Mexico, who are joined with the United States in the North American Free
Trade Agreement, urged Washington to respect its trade obligations.
• Air violations
Pilgrims fly into
Egypt, despite ban
4 CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — A Libyan passenger jetbelieved to be carrying some 115 Libyan pilgrims
to Saudi Arabia entered Egyptian airspace Tues-
day, breaking a U.N. ban on international air travel.
The plane did not have permission to fly over Egyptian
territory, and Egyptian officials were trying to convince
the pilot to return to Libya, an Egyptian civil aviation
official' said. He spoke on condition of anonymity.
Last year, Libya sent one plane of pilgrims to Saudi
Arabia for the hajj, the Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca, in
violation of the sanctions. The plane was permitted to
land and the United Nations did not protest the viola-
tion.
Egyptair has permission to fly 40 flights a year from the
Libyan capital Tripoli and the Libyan port city of Benghazi
for the hajj, which Muslims are required to make once in
a lifetime if they can afford it. The hajj season began April
10 and is expected to peak at month's end.
The sanctions were imposed by the U.N. Security
Council on April 15, 1992, in an attempt to force the
surrender of two suspects wanted in connection with the
bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland
in 1988. The sanctions limit diplomatic contacts, ban
arms sales, and prohibit air traffic in and out of Libya.
• Final stop
Finnish crews enter
last stage of cleanup
HELSINKI, Finland (AP) — Ships began3 pumping oil from the sunken ferry Estonia on
Tuesday to prepare the vessel for entombment
in concrete at the bottom of the Baltic Sea.
The Estonia was sailing from Tallinn, Estonia to
the Swedish capital Stockholm on Sept. 28, 1994,
when it sank in a storm. Only 137 of the 989 people
believed on board were rescued, and an estimated 758
bodies remain in the wreck.
The oil is being removed to avoid polluting the
sea. Next month, a Swedish-led consortium will be-
gin covering the sunken ferry with sand, concrete and
rocks.
The ferry is under more than 180 feet of water off
the southwest Finnish coast.
Despite protests from victims' relatives and
friends, the Swedish Maritime Authority last Novem-
ber decided to entomb the wreck to prevent plunder-
ing by divers. Most of the victims were Swedes or
Estonians.
The $44-million contract to cover the ferry was
awarded to a consortium led by the Swedish building
contractor NCC.
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Variable clouds with
scattered rain and snow
showers. Highs in the upper
30s to lower 40s.
Thursday's Outlook
Variable clouds with
scattered flurries or sprin-
kles. Highs in the 40s.
Extended Forecast
Friday... Fair. Satur-
day... Fair. Sunday... Fair.
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• Administration
Halstead works with others to serve students
By James Wright
Arts Editor
The vice president for student affairs is
the voice of the students on campus and a
contributor to the surrounding community.
His job, as he describes it, is to cast a positive
image of the University of Maine and ensure
the quality of the overall UMaine experience,
among other important responsibilities.
John Halstead has been in this adminis-
trative position at the Orono campus for nine
years. Halstead has been a major influence
in the campus and in the community through-
out his stay in Maine.
"My mission is one for the students, to
• make sure that learning doesn't stop at the
classroom door," said Halstead. "Our goal is
to extend the learning environment, letting
students see what happens outside of the
classrooms. That gives meaning to the en-
tire college experience."
Halstead stresses the "we" and "our" in
his job description. His team, the depart-
ment of Student Affairs, aims for coheren-
cy, pride and serving the students with ser-
vices like outreach, the "Late Night Local"
and the walking companion, to name just a
few of the more recent projects.
"It's a collective effort," said Halstead.
His working environment involves interac-
tion with Public Safety, student financial
aid, wellness services and Campus Living.
He reports directly to President Frederick E.
Hutchinson, who works right down the hall
from his office in Alumni Hall and shares
with Halstead his perspectives on student
issues.
The words civility and community can
best describe Halstead' s devotion to his job
at UMaine. Whether it is attending scholar-
ship functions, banquets or other communi-
ty related events not included in his job
duties, Halstead is there to reinforce and
celebrate what the students of the university
do.
Halstead has an impressive academic
background. A graduate of Colgate Univer-
sity in 1970, he went on to earn his master's
from Michigan State University in 1972 and
his doctorate from Ohio State University in
1980. Besides these credentials, Halstead
has had several student-oriented positions
before coming to Maine.
After earning his degree at Michigan
State, he became the assistant dean of stu-
dents at Holy Cross University in Worces-
ter, Mass. His career has also taken him to
the west coast as the vice president for
student life at Gonzaga University in Spo-
kane, Wash. from 1980 to 1987.
Alongside his administrative duties, he
teaches a seminar in higher education each
fall. You can see Halstead in the union, in
the classroom and even playing oozeball,
the mud volleyball tournament held in the
spring on Maine Day.
Halstead also leads an involved lifestyle
outside of the office. His wife is a member of
the Orono school board, which piques his
interest in the quality of education, especial-
ly for his 11-year-old daughter, whom he
says "keeps me active."
In his spare time, Halstead enjoys jog-
ging each morning, mountain biking, raft-
ing in the summertime and skiing in the
winter.
"I'm hoping to ski the "Loaf at least one
Vice President for Student Affairs, John R. Halstead. (Page Photo.)
more time."
Among his department's responsibili-
ties is the annual publication of the Student
Handbook. Halstead feels that the hand-
book, which contains relevant information
on most of the activities on campus, is among
the most important publications available to
students.
"I'm sure that most students haven't read
EXERCISE
it from cover to cover," said Halstead, "but
it makes for an invaluable resource that
belongs on everyone's shelves."
When Halstead came to Orono in 1987,
he lived in the residence halls for a couple of
months, which he said immersed him in the
campus lifestyle.
"I want to be able to see the institution
through the eyes of the students," said Hal
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association
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140141MY Mil DE
INFORMATION TABLES
Pamphlets, posters, and nvariety of information
about relationships -Will be available, as well as
information about the week's events. 10:00 -1:00
Union
MASSAGE TECHNIQUES VORCSHOP
Anyone interested should sign up with a friend by
Monday, April 15 at 4:00pm and can do so by -
calling 581-4561. Folks should wear comfortable, .
loose fitting clothing, and bring a blanket.. 5:30pm
Stodder Hall •-•
flEALTRY 'PASSIONS: CREATING. .LOY1140,.f'
AND INTIMATE RELATION5H111 V
A workshop about building and maintaining healthy
relationships, and how to he a more loving person
with your partner; family and friendg.':Ittlopm
Kennebec Hall"
%IMP. R t6
•INFORMATION TABLES .
See Monday, April 15 for description o f evepa.
10:00 - 1:00 Union
LASTING LOVE COLIt'LES PANEL .V
Come see and listen to teal couples share their
secrets forinalcing lovelast. 930 -1045 Rm 30
Merrill Hall-::
BEING SINGLE AND SATISFIED v
A workshop dealing with the joys and issues of
"singledom". 12:15pm FFA Room, Memorial
Union
HEALTHY ?ASSIONS YOETRY READING
Entries in the HP Poetry contest will be read, along
with poetry by anyone interested in reading. Snacks
and door prizes abound! 7:00pm Bangor Lounge
MASSAGE TECHNIQUES VORISHO? "V
. .
Signup by Tuesday, April 16 by calling 581 
01See Monday April .15 for description Of event-,
m 
.
8:00pin Androscoggi
WEIMESINLY th?atit, ;7
INFORMATION TABLES
See Monday, 4prit„.15 forliicr#ori of Of
- 140 Union
, 
Tit. tOmmk-rt GAME
Based on the Newlywed Game where pairs of
for:ant-nines will be challenged to show how well
they know each other and bow tiii‘Oh they have in
common. Co sponsoredby Residents on Campus.
7i00pin-Bear's Den
INVOISM OaiL 
MAINE IOUND/FAIRPLAY;•GAME,S V
*Interaitive:,:pon-competitive fun and games. Grab
lots of friends and join the actiont.200pIn The
Flagpole on the Mall
MASSAGE TECHNIQUES VOIRS110?..„.!
Signup by Thursday, April 17 at noon tisf clUing
581-4561.
See Monday, April .15 for description of event.
4:30pm Hancock Hall
HEALTHY PASSIONS DINNER AND DANCE V
Reservations are required by Tuesday, April 16 at
noon. Call 581-4561 for more infoninnirin. Wells
Commons Main Dining Room
5:30pm - 6:30pm Social Gathering
:6:30pm - 7:30pm Candlelight Dinner -
- 11:00pm Dance. with Chiaband
Favoliv bang,. lit
-MAINE 0019 ROyES COURSE:M.-
A fun way to Meet people throUgh., interactiye trust
building gapes. Anyone interested should Oi..11 up
by Thursday April .1t by calling .581-4561 Spaces
are lirnitecLi. 2:00pin Bilmstock Amphitheater
MASVeGk TECHNIQUES VORRSHOP
Sign* by Friday April 19 at noon by calling 581-
-See,M9ndayi 4pril 15 for description of eVent.
20014' iAiimmOd chapel., Memorial Union
, :
Indicates that there will he drawings for
HEALTOAPAVSIONS.,;-5111RTS at this event!!
For more information about thneveirtapf
HEALTHY PASSIONS WEER call the UM
Program Office at 581-4561. TDP 581-6125.
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Web from page 1
the event was a public service.
"It's our obligation to do this every
year," Marchio said. "It gives us a way to
get information on a very popular subject
and share it with the community."
Marchio said that the summit was not
just open to students and faculty at
UMaine.
According to Marchio, grades K -12
were invited. Marchio added that over
900 local businesses were invited to the
summit.
"We've gotten some really good input
back from the community," Marchio said
while discussing responses from people
who had attended.
According to Marchio, the summit
was designed to take visitors beyond the
"search" aspect of the WWW.
"We want to show people the impact
this is having on education and publish-
ing," Marchio said. "We wanted to get
people face to face with the vendors."
Marchio added that this was the best way
for people to learn about the web.
To educate the thousand or so peo-
ple that attended, a series of seminars
were set up throughout the day in the
Phone from page 1
and 99 percent of them were very enthu-
siastic," she said.
Gibson said non-traditional students
are especially enthusiastic about the new
system because they are not confined to
the eight-to-four schedule on campus.
She said that campuswide, about 40
percent of students used IVR to register,
but in the college of business administra-
tion, over 90 percent utilized the new
system, largely due to the fact that they
had used it before.
John Keysor, the registrar for the Uni-
versity of Southern Maine, said IVR has
proved successful at his campus as well.
"We're in the middle of it," he said,
"And the counts have been good so far.
About 75 percent were using IVR."
Keysor said the feedback has been
almost universally positive, with the only
problems coming when classes are cross-
listed or have multiple requirements, such
as prerequisites.
"There have been a couple of snags,"
he said, "but it's the first time we've used
it full-scale."
He also said the system sometimes
went down at midnight, the time students
become eligible to register.
Keysor said that, generally, students
seem to like the technology.
"We haven't had any complaints about
the application," he said. "People haven't
had problems using it."
Amy Carpenter, a junior business ma-
jor, said she used the system last semes-
ter to register and found it more conve-
nient than the old process.
"I like it a lot. I didn't have to deal with
the hassle of waiting in line," she said.
Carpenter said she had to change a
class during the summer, and it was much
easier.
"If you want to make changes, you
don't have to call 20 people," she said.
"Before, I had to fax a lot of papers with
my signature on them, but this time I just
had to call."
Want FREE Course Books
Next Semester?
submit a design for the
Earth Day '96 Art Contest
The University of Maine Bookstore and Office of Resource Conser-
vation and Recovery (ORCR) are co-sponsoring an Earth Day '96
Student Art Contest. The winner will receive FREE Fall '96 course
books. The winning design will be featured on the Bookstore's
reusable tote bags and the ORCR's travel mugs, available in Sep-
tember, 1996. Contest guidelines:
The Design: Create your design to include an Earth Day type
theme and "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle". It could be
global or local in nature, a natural scene or a logo.
The sky's the limit! Designs must be suitable for a
two color screen printing.
To Enter: Send your entry to the UMaine Bookstore, ATTN:
Ron Reisinger, by 4pm, Friday, April 26, 1996. At-
tach a cover sheet with your name, address &
phone number. One entry per person. For judging
purposes, put only your initials on the actual design.
Judging: Your design will be judged by a panel on creativty,
how closely it follows the design criteria above, and
aesthetics. The winner may be requested to reproduce
the design to be suitable for screen printing.
Questions? Scott Wilkerson, ORCR, 581-3300
Designs are due in the UMaine Bookstore by
4pm, Friday, April 26, 1996
MCA theater and Hauck Auditorium.
Topics included: authoring on the web
and the tools used, browser develop-
ments and sites, the web's role in the
digital economy, education and pub-
lishing, legal issues, intranet concepts,
web-site administration and the future
of the WWW.
According to Marchio, the event was
a success and he hopes to have another
WWW summit next year.
The WWW summit was a cooperative
effort between the Computer Connec-
tion, CIT. the Fogler Library and a num-
ber of assisting faculty from Hauck Au-
ditorium and the MCA. Students from
ASAP Media Services also assisted in
the operation of the event.
If you would like more information
on the WWW or computers, stop by CIT
or the Computer Connection. Both are
located in the basement of Shibles Hall.
Blood drive
Red Cross employee Jerry Lane takes blood from Amanda Joseph, a sopho-
more, at Alfond Arena Tuesday afternoon. (Page Photo.)
LLALTI_Iy17,466101\16
PoLTizy coNTLaT VINNLIz
Joyce Fairbrother
fEAOT
I want to write
poetry with you
and to hear you
read poetry to me.
I want to hear your quiet voice,
still as nirvana,
deep, sweet
as white chocolate
melting under my tounge.
I want to taste your syllables of sense,
luxuriate in the richness of your
silence,
and, when I'm done, lick my finger,
saving one for you.
I muse, museless,
not used to being useless,
fearing you may not want
to hear my poetry
and I am afraid
you will not want to be
a deep, darksweet chocolate taste
in my mind.
In the garden of my mind
at the twilight of possibility
on the edge of eroticism,
pen in hand,
I will wait for you.
I wonder if imu_wiii_singlizahalle= 
CATO TOUNcUL. I I
I present you
with presents
of sinuous words...
soft sounds
like fine silkfur
on a grey smoke kitten...
I gently stroke
your consciousness
and gratefully you purr.
LIONOZAbLE_
MLNTION
Thomas Lyford
David Meiklejon
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• Politics
Pearson announces candidacy for state Senate
Michael D. Pearson. (Courtesy Photo.)
By Jeff Teunisen
City editor
The announcement in March that state
Sen. John O'Dea (D-Orono) will not be
running for re-election has spurred a third
candidate to announce his bid for the
seat.
Michael D. Pearson (D) announced
that he will be running for the District 7
Senate seat. He is the third individual to
announce he is running. Mary Cathcart
of Orono (D) and Ernest Gallant of Old
Town (R) also plan on running for the
Senate.
Pearson, a native of Old Town who
currently lives in Enfield, said one of his
goals, if elected, is to address some of the
problems the University of Maine is cur-
rently facing.
"The university needs an infusion of
money," Pearson said. "It has pulled in
its belt as far as it can, now it needs help
from the state and needs to help itself."
Pearson, who has served on The Maine
Commission of Higher Education and
Governance, said the university needs to
search for corporate and individual help
to improve financial aid for needy stu-
dents.
"The university needs to go out and
beat the drum, and find people and corpo-
rations willing to provide scholarships,"
he said.
Pearson also said he was concerned
with the current physical aspects of the
university. He said he was glad the uni-
versity finally addressed the status of the
bleachers at Alumni Field, and said the
bleachers have been in bad shape for the
past 20 years.
Pearson, a former mayor, member of
the city council in Old Town and select-
man in Enfield, has sponsored legislation
creating the Land for Maine's Future
fund that has set aside thousands of acres
for public recreation. He said he has also
forced the University of Maine adminis-
tration to rethink their treatment of hun-
dreds of jobs on the Orono campus to
make equal pay and treatment a reality
for university women in 1988.
Pearson said he also wants to the Leg-
islature to address the needs of northern
Maine.
"Northern Maine has been hit with a
DORM WIDE
BANNER CONTEST
MEV!! Rea!!! Reg!!! r;
.2)irections: Create a
acAtjletAtE celebrating
41i4,4•,VVE .2)c.21-Y.
On 7uesday, (April 2;
bring your „Dorm's answer to
Stodder Commons
after 6pm to be displayed.
7he c;Iudges will select the
1st, 2nd, and 3rd place answers.
7he dorms with the winning
manners will be awarded...
][41 P)i3.2
CREATE YOUR OWN MAINE DAY BANNER
one-two punch in Augusta during the last
few years," Pearson said. "Reapportion-
ment shifted much of our influence to
more populated districts down-state four
years ago. This year, term limits will take
away a lot of the experienced legislators
who have represented this part of the
state over the years."
Pearson said it is more important than
ever that this district elect a senator with
the experience to bring northern Maine's
issues to the top of the agenda.
• Employment
Career Center helps
students find jobs
By Jeff Teunisen
City Editor
As the end of the semester nears, stu-
dents who need help preparing their ré-
sumés and finding jobs should look to the
University of Maine's Career Center for
advice.
Paul Gagnon, coordinator for the Maine
Mentor program and alumni career ser-
vices, said there are certain requirements
when preparing a résumé and a cover let-
ter.
"A cover letter is a must," Gagnon
said. "It can make a lasting impression on
the employer."
Gagnon said the cover letter should be
one page long and take on a narrative
form, unlike the résumé itself. The cover
letter should be three to five paragraphs
long and should, if not included in the
résumé, state what the prospective em-
ployee's objective is.
As for the résumé itself, it could be in a
functional form or a chronological form.
Functional résumés stress the accomplish-
ments or strengths a student can bring to the
job without related experience. A chrono-
logical resume, which has various models,
should describe all related experience and
education in a chronological order.
"Résumés should be one page for most
grads entering their first professional po-
sition," said Gagnon. "Others with more
work experience may need a second page."
There are five categories that should
be implemented in a résumé:
• Objective: If not stated in the cover
letter, one must include what position they
are vying for. It should be the top item on
your résumé.
• Education: This is your educational
background.
• Additional information: The "kitch-
en sink" of information, which can sell
yourself to an employer, such as scholar-
ships.
• Affiliations: Any memberships to
groups or extra-curricular activities that
demonstrates well-roundedness.
As for employers, Gagnon said they
are looking to see if the résumé is custom-
ized to fit the job.
"Employers are looking to see if the
person presenting themselves is compati-
ble with the position," Gagnon said.
Gagnon works in the Career Center in
Chadbourne hall, where students can have
their résumés reviewed. Students can make
an appointment for their résumé to be
See RESUME on page 6
Pasta Dinners only $6.95 (with salad & bread)
_j a smi n s
28 Mill Street • Orono, Mane 04473. 866-4200 1-800-371-4369.—,
Debate!
Creationism
v-e-r-s-u-s
erolution taw
1
Saturday evening • April 20, 1996. 7pm
Alfond Arena • University of Maine
Orono, Maine
Dr. John G.T. Anderson-evolutionist
Dr. Gary E. Parker-creationist
Moderator: Mr. John Greenman
( Maine Public Television • Old Town, ME)
Open to the Public
Co-sponsored by Areopagus II America
& Campus Crusade for Christ
&
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• Health
Abortion, pregnancy numbers decline in Maine
AUGUSTA (AP) — Maine's birth rate in
1994 was the lowest since 1901, and state
officials say the number of abortions performed
in the state was the second lowest on record
since 1978.
Some 14,396 babies were born in Maine in
1994, only 375 more babies than in 1901,
according to the state Bureau of Health Statis-
tics in the Department of Human Services. The
number of births fell 17 percent between 1990
and 1994.
"Fewer women are getting pregnant. Peri-
od," says Evelyn Kieltyka, director of program
services for the Family Planning Association of
Maine. "It doesn't appear that sexual activity is
any less frequent."
Abortions declined by 28 percent — from
an all-time high of 4,028 reported abortions in
1990 to 2,916 in 1994.
About 60 percent of Family Planning's
clients in Maine use the pill, Kieltyka says. And
another 5 percent report using Depo Provera, a
birth control injection effective for up to 12
weeks. Condom use is also on the rise, she said.
"And women are combining other meth-
ods with condom usage. They are clearly get-
ting the message that it's the only defense you
have against transmission of sexual diseases."
As overall fertility dropped, the percentage
of babies born to single women rose almost 10
Resume from page 5
critiqued.
"A common mistake is that students
use language that is not active," Gagnon
said. "We look for active language using
active words."
Gagnon also stressed conciseness in
the résumé, and said résumés should have
readability.
"Sometimes we suggest for students to
restructure the résumé to get more white
space," said Gagnon.
Gagnon said one of the best ways for
students to get into the job market is by
networking. Networking can be accom-
plished by using the Maine Mentor pro-
gram at UMaine. This program has over
650 UMaine Alumni working in various
fields and professions in 38 different states.
Gagnon said this is a great way to "uncov-
er the hidden job market."
Some companies are now scanning ré-
sumés. By scanning résumés, companies
can look for key words and disregard what
the company isn't looking for. The Career
Center can help students who are sending
out résumés by recommending certain key
words that should be in a résumé.
If you're a student who has procrastinat-
ed, Gagnon said, "It's not too late to work on
your résumé. We're here to help students.
Here's your chance to win
Free Tuition
In the General Alumni Association's
second annual
Tuition Raffle
A prize of one year's tuition (based on 24
credits, in-state undergraduate rates) will
be deposited at the University of Maine
business office in the name of the winner.
Last year's winner received $2,688.
To be elgible to win, you must:
• 13e a registered student at UMaine for
Fall, 1996.
• Purchase your tickets before April 22.
Stop by Crossland Alumni Center (next to
Alfond Arena) to purchase your tickets.
Tickets are 1/$5 or 6/$25
Don't miss your chance to win!
A portion of proceeds will be used for academic
achievement scholarships and student academic travel
subsidies provided by the Alumni Association.
percent between 1985 and 1994, when more than
28 percent of all births in Maine were out of
wedlock.
Women over 20 years old are responsible for
most of the increase in out-of-wedlock births,
according to state figures. About 71 percent of all
out-of-wedlock babies in 1994 were born to
women over 20, up from 65 percent five years
earlier.
At the same time, fewer teen-age mothers
were married in 1994 than in 1990. State data
shows that 81 percent of all teen births in 1994
were to single mothers. That was despite a de-
crease in Maine's teen pregnancy rate, which
hit an all-time low in 1994.
Of reported abortions in 1994, about a
third of the women were pregnant for the first
time. Slightly more than half the women
getting an abortion said it was their first one.
That number was down from 65 percent in
1990, according to Bureau of Health data.
About 21 percent of the abortions involved
women under 20, a slight decrease.
Only eight of the abortions in 1994 were
performed after 19 weeks gestation, accord-
ing to state data.
• Crash
Investigators search for
answers in trooper's death
AUGUSTA (AP) — State police said
Tuesday no charges are expected to be
filed against a woman who was driving the
car a state trooper had started to chase
when he was killed in a highway wreck.
"Charges against her are unlikely,"
said spokesman Stephen McCausland of
the state Public Safety Department.
The woman, who is from Waldoboro
but was not identified, was located and
interviewed by police after she told an
acquaintance about her knowledge of
events Monday that led to Trooper James
"Drew" Griffith's death.
Griffith, 34, of Thomaston, was on rou-
tine patrol Monday morning when he made
a U-turn on U.S. Route 1 to chase a car
going in the other direction. The car had
just passed another vehicle.
An ice truck that had been following
the cruiser crashed into it broadside and
Griffith died instantly.
McCausland said an autopsy on Grif-
fith's body was under way Tuesday
afternoon. Funeral arrangements were
being made.
The spokesman said investigators
planned to conduct further interviews
with drivers of the ice truck and another
car that crashed into Griffith's cruiser.
No charges against either of the oth-
er vehicles had been filed as of Tues-
day.
A funeral is scheduled for 2 p.m Fri-
day at Georges Valley High School in
Thomaston. Griffith will be cremated.
Police from page 1
eral students were summonsed to Third Dis-
trict Court in Bangor for the possession of
alcohol by a minor: Oscar Look IV, 19, of
Oxford Hall; Chris Geele, 20, of Waldoboro;
Darren Macphee, 20, and Shawn Donaldson,
19, both of Colvin Hall. Laughlin said that
Public Safety was called to Colvin Hall on a
report of beer bottles being thrown from the
building.
On April 13, two Hancock Hall residents
were sent to the conduct office for assault.
Laughlin said alcohol was involved and only
minor injuries were sustained.
On April 14, Scott Purcell, 20, of Milli-
nocket, was stopped on College Avenue for
zero tolerance, which means that anyone
under the age of 21 cannot operate a vehicle
with any alcohol in their bloodstream. Pur-
cell was sent to the Department of Motor
Vehicles.
On April 15, a report came in about
threatening statements being made to a
student at Androscoggin Hall on March
31. Laughlin said someone had suppos-
edly seen a female with a steak knife
wandering the halls threatening to kill
another woman if she found her. The case
is under investigation.
On April 16, an interaction between
several males at Somerset Hall became
heated and punches were thrown. Laugh-
lin said the district attorney may become
involved, but such a case is typical at the
university. It is under investigation.
Laughlin said Public Safety received 94
calls from Friday night to Sunday evening.
!!!
Performing this week!
TGIF 
MUSIC AND LUNCH
Come listen to music performed
by UM students, faculty and guests.
Selected Fridays
12:1 5 p.m., Memorial Union Patio,
Weather Permitting
Patti Wicks
Trio
Sponsored by
the Union Board: DIVERSIONS
The Division of Student Affairs & OCB
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• Lawsuit
Disabled professor sues Husson College
BANGOR (AP) — A disabled professor
who says he has to be carried to class by
students is suing Husson College in federal
court for not providing adequate wheelchair
access for the handicapped.
Dr. Timothy Kilroy has muscular dys-
trophy. He is unable to bend his knees and
eventually will be in a wheelchair. Kilroy
says he must have two of his students help
him up five flights of stairs at the college's
Newman Gymnasium.
The gymnasium is one of several facili-
ties at Husson that presents barriers to dis-
abled people, according to Kilroy.
It's humiliating to be carried to classes
by students, said Kilroy, who has grown
increasingly annoyed at the obstacles that
hinder his ability to get around independent-
ly on campus.
"This is the 1990s. It's outrageous that
this campus is so lacking in ways to make its
buildings accessible," said the 37-year-old
assistant professor and coordinator of the
campus' sports management program.
The college's swimming pool, locker
rooms, shower area, weight room, steam
room, athletic fields and racquetball courts
are not accessible to the handicapped and do
• Business
Environmentalist groups
wary of dioxin cleanup
PORTLAND (AP) — The paper indus-
try's agreement last week to eliminate diox-
in discharges is a public relations gimmick
that lacks deadlines and action, environ-
mentalists say.
Activists say the agreement, announced
by Gov. Angus King, lays out an admirable
long-term vision for ending paper mill pol-
lution. But they note the lack of deadlines
and omission of specific steps that the indus-
try must take to get rid of dioxin.
"The statement worked well for the pa-
per industry as public relations. But there's
nothing concrete to eliminate the discharge
of pollutants into our rivers," said John
Dieffenbacher-Krall, toxics organizer at the
Maine People's Alliance.
Edward Sullivan, commissioner of the
Department of Environmental Protection,
said the agreement reflects King's desire to
eliminate dioxin discharges into rivers with-
out damaging the mills' ability to compete
financially.
"I think there's really a show of commit-
ment here to trying to solve this problem in
the long run," Sullivan said.
Dioxin is a byproduct of combustion that
has been linked to cancer, damage to the
immune system and other serious health
conditions. It is produced in paper mills
when chlorine is mixed with wood pulp to
brighten paper. Dioxin ends up in the mills'
wastewater, which is discharged into rivers.
Elevated levels of dioxin have been found
in fish in the Penobscot, Androscoggin and
Kennebec rivers below paper mills, forcing
state health officials to post warnings against
fish consumption.
King said last week he would like to see
the warnings lifted by the year 2000. Sulli-
van said the advisories could be lifted if the
state changes the formula for calculating
how many fish Maine people eat from riv-
ers, and therefore how much dioxin they
might ingest.
"We would like to understand the basis
on which fish consumption advisories are
established and how Maine's standards com-
pare with those in other states," the agree-
ment says. "We support advisories which
are protective of public health based on
sound science and fair public policy."
But Everett B. Carson, director of the
Natural Resources Council of Maine, said
recent federal studies indicate dioxin may be
even more harmful than previously thought.
"It seems reasonable to say that warning
standards are going to have to get tighter,
rather than looser," he said. "We're going
to have to make a lot of progress toward
eliminating dioxin discharges before those
warnings come off."
firsrArliert It Works VVortclers.ArneeliCCIrtHeacirtAssoc icitictin
WANTED
Responsible students, in junior or senior year, for
Recreational Sports Supervisors for 1996-'97 academic year.
Duties include supervising evening intramural programs and
special events, plus facility supervision on weekends in
Memorial Gym.
Pay starts at $5.70 per hour, work study not
required. Average of 7-10 hours per week.
Applications available in the Rec. Sports Office, 140
Memorial Gym. Applications due Friday April 19.
Interviews will be arranged on April 25 and 26 for qualified
candidates.
not comply with the 1990 Americans With
Disabilities Act, according to the lawsuit
filed March 26, demanding a jury trial.
There are eight faculty members and
four students on the Husson College campus
who are disabled.
"It's frustrating. These are public facil-
ities. They get federal money. I don't like
being thrust into the limelight, but people
need to know the bad conditions for handi-
capped people here," said Kilroy.
Husson administrators deny the allega-
tions in the lawsuit. Campus President Wil-
liam Beardsley said recently he was "totally
taken aback" by news of the lawsuit, a
comment that drew reaction from Kilroy's
lawyer, Stephen Langsdorf.
"We started notifying them (Husson
officials) at least two years ago about acces-
sibility problems," Langsdorf said. "To
this day, the campus has done almost noth-
ing to come into compliance with the ADA."
• Expansion
L.L. Bean to open
store on West Coast
FREEPORT (AP) — People on the West
Coast will soon be able to shop at L.L. Bean Inc.
The outdoors outfitter said it plans to open
its first West Coast retail outlet this spring, a
factory store that will anchor an outlet shopping
center in Lincoln City, Ore.
The 16,000-square-foot store is scheduled
to open in late May or early June, offering
discontinued items, second-quality returns and
similar merchandise at discounts of 35 percent
to 70 percent.
The new outlet will be L.L. Bean's seventh
factory store and its first beyond the East Coast.
The others are in Freeport and Ellsworth, Maine;
Concord, Nashua and North Conway, N.H.,
and Rehoboth Beach, Del.
Lincoln City, a coastal tourist town not unlike
L.L. Bean's home base of Freeport, was chosen
in large part because Oregon—like New Hamp-
shire and Delaware—has no state sales tax, said
Catharine Hartnett, company spokeswoman.
She said that if Bean opened a store in a state
with a sales tax, it would then be required to
collect the tax on all sales in that state, including
those from its catalog customers there.
Bean considers itself a catalog retailer first
and foremost. I ast year, nearly 88 percent of its
$1.07 billion in sales were made via mail order.
The balance represents retail sales, almost all
made at Bean's 85,000-square-foot full-fledged
retail store in downtown Freeport, a mecca for
tourism in Maine.
Nationwide, factory and outlet stores have
developed a strong following among shoppers
and are viewed as one of the few bright spots in
a sagging retail industry.
1E1x-idler =IrdatlxlatiesT
The Presidential Select Committee
on Faculty and Administration
Evaluations
will meet to
organize student evaluations
411• of professors• and administrators.
Sunday, April 21 at 4 p.m.,
Room 1912, Memorial
Union. •
Brought to you by the president of the
University of Maine Student Government, Inc.
If you would like to be involved but cannot
make the meeting, please contact
Ben Meiklejohn at 581-1774.
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• In theaters
Marky Mark turns madman in thriller 'Fear'
By Greg Dowling
Staff Writer
"Fear" stars Mark Wahlberg (Marky
Mark) as David McCobb, a young, hand-
some rebel who, at a night club on night,
sets his sights on sixteen-year-old Nicole
Walker, played by Reese Witherspoon
(The Man in the Moon). The two enter a
seemingly gentle and romantic relation-
ship. David comes off as very soft spoken
and sweet, so Nicole falls in immediate
smite. At home, her over-protective dad,
Steve (William Peterson), is, of course,
mortified at the idea of his little girl
dating a bad boy. Whereas her stepmoth-
er, Laura (NYPD Blue's Amy Brenne-
man) sees it as a way into Nicole's life
and becomes her female confidant. David
meets Steve and Laura and charms his
way into their lives, but Steve is still
distrusting of him. He seems too good to
be true.
Things get ugly as David becomes
violently jealous of others around Nicole,
as he becomes more and more obsessed.
He beats up a platonic male friend of hers
and even has a stand-off with Steve after
David slaps Nicole on one occasion. Steve
must now defend his family from David
and his psychotic friends who assist in
his devious plans.
The idea of another "Fatal Attrac-
tion"-style thriller evokes groans from
• In theaters
'Flirting with Disaster'
a riotous new comedy
By Doug Weitz
Staff Writer
"Flirting with Disaster," the new mov-
ie written and directed by David Russell,
is all about awkward situations and their
inevitable comedy.
Mel (Ben Stiller); his wife, Nancy
(Patricia Arquette); and Tina (ha Leon),
an eager young psychologist working on
her Ph.D., travel all over the country
searching for Mel's birth parents. He
feels he needs to seek his roots in order to
understand himself.
First, Mel has to break the news to his
adoptive parents played by Mary Tyler
Moore and George Segal. I think this is
the couple that George Castanza's (Sein-
feld) parents were based on. They don't
take the news very well. It makes them
feel like they haven't done a good enough
job raising their son. Mary Tyler Moore
takes on the drama queen role as natural-
ly as a fish to water. They are the perfect
parents for, as someone later refers to
Mel, a"neurotic man."
The first stop is San Diego, where Mel
is to meet his biological mother. When
they arrive, he is already forcing things
that he has done into a new mold. They
meet, and the big comparison is that they
have the same forehead. She has a picture
of Ronald Reagan on the wall, and he says,
"You know, I always thought I should
have appreciated him more," as if that
would be in his genes. When Mel's step
See FLIRTING on page 9
• Performance
There is no act like The Bobs
By Monique Gibouleau
Staff Writer
How does one begin to describe that
which defies description?
I strain my mind for a vocabulary big
enough to explain what makes one of my
favorite music groups my favorite.
I seek in vain something other than
the term their record company has tagged
upon them: "alternative a capella." Well,
it isn't incorrect, but there are better
words: dynamic, fantastic, unbelievable,
hysterical, witty, tight, charming, fun,
delightful and perfect.
Who on earth could be deserving of
such praises? I can say easily - The Bobs -
a band, for lack of a more cohesive term,
who I fell in love with two summers ago
after stumbling across their CD "Shut Up
and Sing" while shopping. OK, it wasn't
really love then, but after seeing them per-
form at the Left Bank Café in Blue Hill on
Friday, I can say that I am, indeed, in love.
The Bobs are a four member a capella
group whose lack of instruments doesn't
hinder their instrumental talent or rock-
ing guitar solos or blasting trumpet and
trombone solos or their awe inspiring
percussion talents.
You may wonder, "what's the deal
with that? A band with no instruments
playing instruments?" Well, this vocal
ensemble comprised of the extremely tal-
ented foursome of Matthew Bob Stull,
Janie Bob Scott, Richard Bob Greene and
Joe Bob Finetti is living proof that you
can be just as loud and as raucous as
anything, 'sans anything but vocal talent.
A thrash metal version of Leonard Co-
hen's "Bird on a Wire" is something any
regular band might tremor at, but for The
Bobs, it's just another great tune.
The Bobs have been around for a long
time. And they write their own terribly
witty songs—from a love song sung by a
lawn sprinkler to a country tune about a
guy whose woman left him with a sink of
dirty dishes, who sings for her to "come
back and mess me up again," to a love
story about a UPS guy and a Fotomat girl
who see each other every workday, but
See BOBS on page 9
audiences now, especially when that
thriller stars an actor of the likes of Marky
Mark. How can a thriller with the Calvin
Klein boy himself playing a psycho pos-
sibly be good? This is the biggest shock
of the film. "Fear" is a surprisingly taut
and stylish thriller. It's a film where, from
the beginning, we know who will be left
standing after the carnage ends, and there
is scarcely a surprise or twist that we
don't anticipate. The most one can ex-
pect from a thriller like this is a smatter-
ing of style and excitement, which this
film has.
The relationship between Nicole and
David is handled intriguingly. It is not as
immediately obvious that the boy has a
few screws loose. Their meeting and im-
pending dates are realistically handled.
They look like two kids getting to know
each other and experimenting with sex.
However, as they get closer, David gets
slowly more obsessed.
The film's suspense scenes are tense,
although a few are contrived, such as
when one prospective victim runs into
the woods, a nice, quiet and isolated lo-
cale. Then there are scenes such as one in
which David kisses Nicole passionately
in front of Steve and glares smugly at him
over her shoulder. The scariest scene is
also the most conventional, and that is
the stalker climax. This scene is a real
pulse pounder, which is all thanks to the
director, James Foley, who has given an
otherwise cliched and familiar thriller
some suspense, style and eroticism.
The cast is excellent. Mark Wahlberg,
despite his Mary Mark fame, is very effec-
tive. He's menacing and oddly convincing
as David. He's a conventional psycho, but
he gives his character a little more depth
than your average boogeykiller.
Reese Witherspoon also beats the cli-
ché as Nicole, a rebellious teenager who
makes the usual demands for indepen-
dence. But refracted through Wither-
spoon's beautiful and expressive face and
voice, she conveys sympathy for her fa-
ther. She is so likable a character that we
root for her even in her moments of stu-
pidity.
William Peterson is very good as the
frantic dad. He glowers convincingly and
goes into fits of overprotectiveness with
style. Amy Brenneman, an up-and-com-
ing actress, gives a better performance
than the film deserves as she is stuck in a
thankless role as the usual stepmother
who wants to be accepted into the family.
She gives Laura a lot of strength and
warmth, which adds greatly to the film.
We also see "Who's the Boss?" alum-
nus Alyssa Milano, who play Nicole's
best friend. Milano has suddenly become
some kind of erotic thriller ideologue as
she is also the film's token nymphet.
She's good and fine here, but she is most-
ly required to scream and cower, which
she does to perfection.
"Fear" is much better than one would
expect. It's still very common and pre-
dictable, but it maximizes its strong cast
and sleek and attractive production de-
sign (check out the awesome family
house) and it comes out several cuts above
most in its genre. It's not a great film, but
it's worth the $4.75 for a matinee.
Before you go to the show
Bob Dylan concert-goers will have to remember a few things before next
week's shows. (Lachowski Photo.)
By James Wright
Style Editor
For those of you fortunate enough to get
tickets to the Bob Dylan concerts this up-
coming Monday and Tuesday at the Maine
Center for the Arts, there are a few prelimi-
nary hints that the people at the MCA would
like you know before going to the show.
Just follow a few simple rules and
everything will run smoothly for both you,
your neighbors and those putting on the
event for you. I'm sure you have all been
'frisked, patted down or in some way felt
up by a police officer or security guard, so
be forewarned.
Here are some of the things not allowed
in the MCA:
• Backpacks-you can bring them, but
they will have to be left at the coat check.
• Cameras-there are plenty of pictures
of Dylan out there so leave them at home.
• Beverages
-especially those with proof
numbers on them, and most importantly,
• Recording devices
-bootlegging is
strictly forbidden. Not only does Dylan not
approve of it, but the MCA is liable for any
infractions of this rule. Chances are we
won't be able to decipher many lyrics to
begin with.
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sisters show up—two tall, blond beau-
ties—something seems a little bit strange.
(Have you ever seen Ben Stiller?)
His next trip is to a junk yard in De-
troit where he is to meet his father. Mel,
Nancy, their baby and Tina get out of the
car only to find they are trespassing on an
ex-Hell's Angels' lot. After running for
their lives, they get the message across
that this man is Mel's father. He immedi-
ately stops beating the crap out of Mel,
only to begin beating the crap out of him
in a loving, father-son way. It is hysteri-
cal. Again, there is no way that this man
is related to Mel, but Mel insists on mak-
ing ridiculous connections between what
he has always felt and what his genes
should have given him. This man is a
truck driver, so Mel says, "You know,
I've always wanted to drive a big rig."
Nancy has no idea who her husband is
anymore. "No you haven't," she says.
Chaos ensues as they find out that Tina
has made another mistake.
This movie is absolute chaos, helped
along by the intriguing camera work. The
camera moves around a little bit like it
did in those AT&T commercials a year
ago, but it is much less annoying than in
the commercials. Instead, it gives the
movie a more realistic flavor. It seems as
if all of this could have actually hap-
pened, and it begs the question, "Should
Mel have left well enough alone?" This is
one of the most hilarious movies of the
year. It actually might be more outra-
geous than "The Birdcage." One of the
most ingenious things about the movie,
which adds to its realism, is the fact that
every line doesn't sound like handwrit-
ten comedy. It mixes comic events with
normal dialogue to create intelligent,
genuinely-spirited comedy. Stiller and
Arquette are the most adorable couple,
and a star-studded cast adds to the overall
success of this circus-like movie.
Bobs from page 8
never speak, its title being "Drive By
Love."
They're also a great cover band, tak-
ing songs from They Might Be Giants to
Cream to The Beatles to Peggy Lee and
putting tune after tune through this amaz-
ing talent, giving it a unique and fascinat-
ing sound.
The Left Bank is the ideal place to see
such a show; it's small (not much over
100 people could sit, I'd guess) and inti-
mate; it has a great feeling to it (not to
mention great food!) and it was a true gift
to be able to see such performers in a
situation that was interactive, where a
giggle in the audience occasionally wound
up spreading to the stage, and where ev-
eryone felt like they had been watching
friends jam all night.
For me, it was the ultimate expression
of "dream come true." Energetic, hyster-
ical, fun and down to earth in that wild
way of theirs, they were the people I had
hoped would make such great music, and
nothing is quite as good as when some-
thing exceeds your expectations of it.
Especially when topped with laughter
and the Left Bank's cheesecake.
15 Mill Street • Orono
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
COLLEGE NIGHT
• 2 FOR 1 DINNERS
• $1 BUD & MIC LIGHT DRAFTS
• $2 MARGARITAS
• WIN SKI PASSES (EVERY WEDNESDAY)
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, APRIL 18 & 19
TAIL DRAGGERS
SATURDAY, APRIL 20
THE EVER POPULAR
ELDERBERRY JAM
Rob Westerberg and Beth Clark lead the UMaine Collegiate Chorale performing
Wednesday April 24, at 8 p.m. atthe Orono United Methodist Church. (Courtesy Photo)
Back 13y Po ar emand!
Thursday, April 18
The Bear's Den
9prn
Free. Free! Free!
ci•
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment • 581-1735
A L)ivision of Student
and
Comprofie'nsive Fee Committee
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• Commentaries
Crash landing
Last Thursday a 7-year-old girl at-
tempted to live out her dreams and fly
across America. Shortly after takeoff,
the plane flown by Jessica Dubroff
crashed, killing the three people
aboard.
The world is seriously amiss when a
7-year-old is allowed to fly a plane.
Lisa Blair Hathaway and Lloyd Du-
broff should have known better than to
allow their daughter to fly a plane. Joe
Reid (Dubroff s flight instructor) should
have known better than to accept the
job of teaching a young girl to fly. Some-
one should have stepped in.
On Friday's "The Today Show,"
Hathaway defended her decision to al-
low her daughter to fly saying that it
was her daughter's dream to fly a plane,
and that if children weren't allowed to
do anything dangerous, then they may
as well be locked up in padded rooms.
She compared flying a plane to riding a
bicycle or crossing the street. Flying a
plane is a bit more dangerous than riding
a bike.
Jessica Dubroff had 11 years to go
before she would be old enough to get
her pilot's license. A 7-year-old is not
mature enough to fly a plane and that's
why a 7-year-old is not allowed to get a
pilot's license. Reid was the pilot in
charge of this deadly flight and he nev-
er should have allowed that little girl to
even attempt to fly a plane.
If this girl didn't have a chance to fly
a plane, she wouldn't have grown up
any different. She would have been like
every other child who wasn't allowed
to do something they really wanted to.
She would have gotten a little mad at
her parents, but life wouldn't have been
all that bad. Hopefully, a lesson was
learned and we won't soon see an 8-
year-old boy behind the wheel of a jet-
fueled funny car. (S.Martin)
The right to die
Suicide is not illegal in every state of
this nation. Assisting in one's suicide,
however, is punishable by law in almost
every state.
No matter the suffering one is under,
and although two-thirds of Americans
agree that the assisted-suicide decision
should be made up by the individuals
themselves, there are many government
officials that do not think the decision
should be left up to citizens, rather that it
lies within the realm of their own offic-
es.
Medical advancement has allowed a
human to live, via life-support systems
and medical miracles, beyond what is
considered natural. In hospitals and
homes around the country, men and
women are suffering and dying daily in
slow, agonizing pain.
Dr. Jack Kevorkian, retired patholo-
gist and supporter of physician-assisted
suicide, is in the midst of his third trial
for assisting his seriously ill patients with
suicide. Kevorkian was acquitted at his
two prior trials. If convicted at the third,
he faces up to two years in prison.
Kevorkian, although acquitted in the
past, has been publicly scrutinized for
his practices, which have become even
more criticized considering his recent
media-grabbing tactics, like creating
shackles out of cardboard. He and his
methods and reasons for assisted suicide
are questionable, all the more reason why
regulation must be put forward.
No one can tell what medical advanc-
es we will see over the next ten years. If
advances continue at today's rate, per-
haps doctor-assisted suicide will not be a
debate topic.
But for now, people around this coun-
try are suffering. Rather than having them
take their own lives or having a Kevorki-
an clone conjure up and conduct experi-
ments on them, regulation and legaliza-
tion of doctor-assisted suicide is needed.
The suffering must end, and it must end
legally to avoid any more pain and hu-
miliation. (K. Brennan)
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• Letters to the Editor
• Dining Service's chief speaks out
To the Editor:
I'm writing in response to your editorial
"Dining plan mess" in the April 5 issue of The
Maine Campus. I agree with both of your
major points.
First, the Student Government officers
should not ask for special meal plan privileg-
es, and, if they ask, they should be treated like
all other students. This was an awkward re-
quest which will not receive an exception in
the future.
On your second point, Dining Services has
always wanted to provide meal plans that meet
students' needs. This is why four years ago we
changed from traditional all-board meal plans
to the current program consisting of four com-
bination plans. Unfortunately, to move to an
all MaineCard "cash" program is impossible
without major changes in university facilities.
The Memorial Union restaurants are packed
during peak meal periods. To design a meal
plan system that would encourage more cus-
tomers in an already overwhelmed facility would
not be prudent. In addition, Dining Services is
committed to keeping all four dining halls open
to serve resident students. In order to minimize
costs, there has to be a base participation level
from all resident students.
It is Dining Service's hope to change this in
the future. One way that students can help is to
support the students' initiative for a new Me-
morial Union/Student Center addition and a Stu-
dent Recreation Center. The long-term plan is
to build a larger central dining facility in the
new Student Center which can better offer an a
la carte "cash" style program. Attaching the
Recreation Center to Stewart Commons will
also provide an opportunity to build new and
exciting food service options in this new facili-
ty.
Voting "yes" on April 22-24 helps Dining
Services offer the type of meal service that stu-
dents want.
Jon Lewis
Director, Dining Services
• Save the Student Development in Higher Education
To the Editor:
Shibles Hall, once a haven for students who
wanted to explore and study all areas of edu-
cation, has begun the gradual metamorphosis
from an academic college to a business opera-
tion. The building, which houses K-12 and
higher-education students, will soon be a full-
fledged widget factory, pumping out the max-
imum amount of widgets (students) for the
minimum cost. The graduate program is the
only one of its kind offered in the entire state
of Maine. It will soon be sacrificed in order for
the well-oiled machine (widget factory) to run
more efficiently.
Yes, the College of Education will be re-
sponsible for the elimination of a program
which trains students to become more effec-
tive university administrators. Professional
staff education for offices like the Career Cen-
ter, Student Financial Aid, Admissions, and
Campus Living will only be provided by the
out-of-state universities.
The quality and diversity of programs of-
fered by the College of Education will take a
seat to make way for the widgets. I am not
knocking the K-I2 program, because! believe
it is every bit as necessary for the benefit of
the state, but I am knocking the business men-
tality that the College of Education has been
forced to adopt.
Academic freedom, the ability to teach a
lesson without having to adhere to the policies
set by interest groups, has suffered in the inter-
est of "saving money." Professors need to watch
more closely what they teach in these "desper-
ate economic times," so that their programs do
not get cut. The University of Maine, in re-
sponse to this and other monetary problems,
must stand up to our governor and demand more
funding.
Until the time comes when we do receive
funds, the College of Education must stand up
against cutting programs and let the university
population know that they refuse to produce
widgets. Quality and diversity must come be-
fore quantity and homogeneity. Eliminating the
Student Development in Higher Education Pro-
gram will bring the College of Education one
step closer to widgetry.
Craig Saunders is a graduate student
Orono
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I have been asked to put out a ciga-
rette in the past and have done so with
no major qualms. However, the man-
ner in which my cooperation was asked
for, was less than desirable.
Had that person asked me politely
or even casually with that magic word,
I still wouldn't have done a damn
thing. Hey, I'm not insensitive, I'm
sitting in the smoking section. But
"Put that out, will ya, my kids are
trying to breathe!" won't get me to do
you any favors.
Initially, anger struck me like a ham-
mer forgoing the nail for the thumb.
Bruised by brash insensitivity, I ini-
tially thought to drive the glowing
cherry of my butt (cigarette butt) deep
into the most tender folds of skin on
my newest neighbor's neck. However,
the smell of burning flesh grows tire-
some after a while, especially since I
had a meal on the way.
Only two options entered my mind
after a random (or not so random) act
of violence was discarded. I could ei-
ther exinguish or I could keep on smok-
ing and pretend that overzealous mo-
rons don't exist. I wanted to say, "The
pink-lunged section is that way, hon-
ey," but I decided to hold my tongue.
"Maybe I should take my habit
where it is more welcome," I thought
to say, "like a federal building or per-
haps your living room." To quote my
The Maine Campus,Wednesday, April 17, 1996 11
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• From the Left
The real welfare cheats
Jeff Tuttle
The GOP (Greedy Old
Party) has found a way to
feel good about denying
federal assistance to the
poor by reducing the com-
plex issue of welfare to one
ridiculous concept. If the country spends
less on welfare, the poor will be all the better
for it. Maybe then they'll get off the couch,
put the Ring Dings back in the cupboard and
go find themselves a job. Maybe they'll even
stop having kids if they realize that the gov-
• Hard to take
In the smoking section
Jamie Wright
While waiting for
my breakfast in my
usual spot in my favor-
ite local restaurant, I
decided to kill an al-
most certain ten
minute delay by enjoying a cup of cof-
fee and a Camel Light; my celebrated
first of the day. With the stagnant smell
of tobacco already present and a cloud
of cancer hanging over the heads of
other patrons across the dining room, I
figured that a little more smoke
couldn't hurt anybody. I was sure to
make a mental note that there was no
"smoking forbidden" sign anywhere
above my head before I lit up, because
I would like to blow
one giant cloud of
smoke in the
collective face of all
non-smokers.
I'm a sensitive guy myself.
Like any smoker, I can't be alto-
gether proud of my acquired habit. I'll
even go as far to say that I can't stand
the presence of another's fumes in a
closed area if I'm not contributing to
the overall danger of the air myself.
But after the unfolding of events one
Saturday morning, I would like to blow
one giant cloud of smoke in the collec-
tive face of all non-smokers who tell
me that each cigarette is a nail in my
coffin and I'm holding the hammer.
So there I am, in the midst of a
simple pleasure of oral fixation, when
a certain person, whose identity shall
remain a secret to avoid a certain law-
suit, extended a shaky index finger and
tapped my shoulder with it.
Somewhat startled, I turned to re-
spond to an almost certain request.
idol Denis Leary: "What's the rule
now, you can only smoke in your apart-
Initially, anger
struck me like a
hammer forgoing
the nail for the
thumb.
ment, under a blanket with all the lights
out?" For singling me out, I should
have used her toast as my ashtray.
By the time the perfect comeback
had entered my mind, my waitress
rounded the corner holding my eggs
and homefries. I put out the half-burned
cigarette for this reason only and con-
ceded to a minor defeat. A sideways
glance at my fellow customer detected
a note of smugness in her victory over
the evil lords of nicotine. I also noted
her clean air-breathing kid with a
mouthful of chewed up omelette on dis-
play for the whole restaurant, and all I
could think was, "what a disgusting
habit!"
Jamie Wright is a senior journal-
ism major.
Would you like fries
with that sir?
ernment isn't going to pay for it.
These are the myths of welfare, propa-
gated by pea-brained Republicans who'd like
to see that one percent of the federal budget
spent on something a little more worthwhile,
such as funding a hefty tax break for their
bloated, big-business buddies, who, with fin-
gers crossed behind their backs, promise to
use the extra cash to hire some of those poor
welfare recipients.
Even if the money-hungry CEOs are feel-
ing generous one day and decide to part with
some pocket change to hire a couple of the
down and out, they will offer them minimal
compensation, no health insurance and no
day care.
Contrary to the popular belief that minor-
ities and immigrants are abusing the welfare
system in record numbers, it turns out that
single mothers make up the majority of wel-
fare recipients, and cases of abuse are great-
ly exaggerated for political leverage.
Working for peanuts while simultaneous-
ly endangering the health of your child cer-
tainly makes pulling yourself up by your
bootstraps less appealing. Ask any welfare
expert and they'll say that universal health
care is the most effective way to reduce
welfare claims. There is currently no incen-
tive for single mothers to give up their wel-
fare checks and guaranteed health insurance
to make the minimum wage and pray that
their child doesn't get sick.
Congress is currently considering a mini-
mum wage increase. This would certainly
be a step in the right direction. If this mea-
sure, backed by Democrats, doesn't pass
this year, the buying power of the minimum
wage will sink to the lowest it's been since
1955.
It's hard to understand what has hap-
pened to the Republicans. Even George Bush
supported a minimum wage increase during
his administration. Apparently it was one of
the few times Bush actually listened to his
economic advisers instead of relying on the
arch-conservatives who control Congress
today.
To welfare opponents such as Phil
Gramm, who interestingly enough has been
living off the government since he was born
in a military hospital, reform amounts to
cutting costs and adding punishment. When
NBC News' show 'Meet the Press' com-
piled a list of ways Gramm had benefited
from public funds, they found that he had
gotten $3.5 million dollars in direct assis-
tance. If you add his government pension to
this already ludicrous figure, it would top
$4.6 million. Gramm is a hypocrite.
Republicans say they want more people
to get off the welfare wagon and help pull,
but dismantling the welfare system will not
accomplish this aim.
However, it is understandable why they
would suggest such a measure. The an-
swer is simpler than the mind of Newt
Gingrich. Those who hope to rise to pow-
er in the GOP know that they can score
easy political points by blaming the poor,
the minorities and the immigrants for the
nation's woes. By doing so, they auto-
matically appeal to the simplistic, short-
sighted, self-righteous voters who com-
prise their constituency.
Jeff Tuttle is a senior journalism major.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Wednesday, April 17
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: No
matter what disappointments you may have
experienced over the past year, a stunning so-
lar eclipse on your birthday is a cosmic prom-
ise of better times ahead. Drag your thoughts
away from anything negative. Think happy
and you will be happy.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): There's
every reason to believe that the next few weeks
will be encouraging and exciting. Today's
solar eclipse should do wonders for your confi-
dence and give you the courage to start some-
thing which will transform your life.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Don't
allow yourself to be intimidated by people or
situations you have no reason to fear. You are
your own worst enemy, not least, because you
believe you don't have what it takes to com-
pete at the highest level. You do.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): No matter
how many times you've been told to avoid
wishful thinking, you must let your imagina-
tion roam far. An idea which pops into your
head may seem outrageous, but some thought
will convince you there's a way to turn it into a
profitable reality.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): It won't be
long before the problems you've struggled with
in recent weeks no longer seem to matter. Be-
fore then, you have just enough time to remind
people in positions of power that they cannot
afford to overlook your talents.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): If you keep on
asking the same old questions then you
shouldn't be surprised when you get the same
old answers. Try approaching a seemingly
insoluble problem from an unusual angle and
see what effect it has. The solar eclipse in
Aries will open your mind to new possibilities.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) You're being
unnecessarily fearful of the future. What tran-
spires over the next 48 hours may add to your
worries in ways you hadn't expected. By Fri-
day you'll begin to see that what you have to
look forward to outweighs what is holding you
back.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Even if you're
inclined to forgive and forget, a little voice in
the back of your head should be telling you to
get tough with someone who's taken one too
many liberties. If you don't put your foot
down, the situation is likely to require even
more drastic action at a later date.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Any minor
health difficulties which surface over the next
few days are linked to your working regime.
You've pushed yourself too hard. Get plenty of
rest between now and the weekend, even if it
means missing a deadline.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Something in your life needs to be changed.
You know what it is and you know what needs
to be done. This is the perfect time to deal with
it. Nobody can force you to act, but if you
don't you'll have to wait a long time before the
chance comes around again.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): To-
day's eclipse in aggressive Aries will throw
relationship problems into sharp relief. But if
you're observant of the way others react, it
should be obvious what needs to be done to
resolve the situation once and for all.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You may
think you know everything there is to know
about a particular individual, but how much of
what you see is real and how much is an act?
You may be surprised, or even shocked, by
what you discover today, but the real surprise
is how easily you were taken.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Don't
automatically run to help colleagues or loved
ones who request immediate help. Chances
are they could quite easily take care of the
problem themselves. Don't allow yourself
to be taken for granted.
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April 17 Through April 23, 1996
Bob Dylan
9 pm, April 22 and 8 pm, April 23
Maine Center for the Arts
Spoken Word with Henry Rollins
6 pm, April 21
Memorial Gym
Free Admission
CevisIN
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17
Internet Class: "Business Resources on the Internet"
• 10:00 a.m.-12 noon • Fogler Library Computer Classroom
• Pre-registration required • For more information call 581-1678
Workshop: Assertive Training and Leadership Skills
• 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. • Lown Room, Memorial Union
• Sponsored by Association for Independent Neighborhoods,
AFDC Advisory Council, and the Maine Center for Women,
Work, and Community • For more information call 945-5851
Poetry and Live Music: "Earthly Delights"
• 12 noon • Honors Center • Part of the
Poetry Free Zone and Earth Week festivities
Lecture: "Resources for Women's Studies in the St. John Valley,"
by Lisa Ornstein
• 12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• Part of the Women in the Curriculum Program Luncheon
Series • For more information call 581-1228
Video Presentation: "Computer Graphics: Beyond Animation"
• 3:30 p.m. • 115 Donald P. Corbett Business Building
• Sponsored by the Association of Computing Machinery
THURSDAY, APRIL 18
Seminar: "Finances: What Questions You Should Be Asking"
• 12 noon-1:15 p.m. • Totman Lounge, Memorial Union • Part
of the PEAC Brown Bag Seminar Series • For more information
call 581-3229
Lecture and Discussion: "Heat, Light and Power: The Economics of
Small Is Beautiful" with Earth Week Speaker Charles Ewing
• 12:30 p.m.-1:45 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• Part of the Socialist and Marxist Studies Luncheon Series
Lecture: The Visual Book, by Rebecca Goodale
• 7:00 p.m. • 102 Nutting Hall • Part of the Book as Artwork
Lecture Series • For more information call 581-3245
Film: "The Milagro Beanfield War"
• 7:00 p.m. • 100 Donald P. Corbett Business Building • Free
Admission • Discussion after each film • Part of the Peace
and Justice Film Series and Earth Week festivities
Live Music: ChiaBand
• 7:30 p.m.-11:00 p.m. • Wells Commons • After 7:30 Free
Admission • Part of Healthy Passions Week
Play: "How Suite It Is: An Evening of Neil Simon"
• 8:00 p.m. • Cyrus Pavilion Theatre • Admission fee
Spring Concert: UMaine Jazz Ensemble, conducted by Karel Lidral
• 8:00 p.m. • Maine Center for the Arts • Part of the Music
Series of the School of Performing Arts • Admission fee • For
more information call 581-1773
Live Music: "Settie"
• 9:00 p.m. • The Bear's Den • Free Admission • Sponsored
by the Union Board • For more information call 581-1735
FRIDAY, APRIL 19
UMaine Women's Softball vs. Hartford
• 12 noon • Orono • For more information
call 581-BEAR
Live Music: Patti Wicks Trio
• 12:15 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • Part of Jazz
TGIF • Sponsored by the Union Board • For more information
call 581-1820
Lecture: "Shamanism and Magic in West Mexican Funerary Art," by
Peter Furst
• 3:30 p.m. • Bodwell Area, Maine Center for the Arts
• Sponsored by the Hudson Museum • For more information
call 581-1901
Movie: "Jumanji"
• 6:30 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. • 100 Donald P. Corbett
Business Building • Admission fee • Sponsored by the
Union Board • For more information call 581-1735
Play: "How Suite It Is: An Evening of Neil Simon"
• 8:00 p.m. • Cyrus Pavilion Theatre • Admission fee
Performance: Ondekoza (Japanese Demon Drummers)
• 8:00 p.m. • Maine Center for the Arts • Admission fee • Part
of the Maine Center for the Arts Performance Season • For
more information call 581-1755
Spring Fling Dance
• 8:00 p.m.-12 midnight • York Commons • $2 per person, $3
per couple • Cash bar with ID • Free food and prizes at the
door
SATURDAY, APRIL 20
UMaine Men's Baseball vs. Husson
• 12 noon • Admission fee • For more information
call 581-BEAR
Concert: Bangor Symphony Orchestra, University Singers, and
Oratorio Society
• 8:00 p.m. • Maine Center for the Arts • Admission fee • For
more information call 942-5555
Play: "How Suite It Is: An Evening of Neil Simon"
• 8:00 p.m. • Cyrus Pavilion Theatre • Admission fee
SUNDAY, APRIL 21
UMaine Men's Baseball vs. Hofstra
• 12 noon • Admission fee • For more information call 581-
BEAR
UMaine Women's Softball vs. Vermont
• 12 noon • Orono • For more information call 581-BEAR
Concert: Bangor Symphony Orchestra, University Singers, and
Oratorio Society
• 3:00 p.m. • Maine Center for the Arts • Admission fee • For
more information call 942-5555
Play: "How Suite It Is: An Evening of Neil Simon"
• 8:00 p.m. • Cyrus Pavilion Theatre • Admission fee
MONDAY, APRIL 22
EARTH DAY
Discussion: "What Are We Doing To Build A Peaceful World?" with
Judith Redding
• 12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union • Free and open to the public • Part of the
1996 Peace Studies Luncheon Series and Earth Week
festivities • For more information call 581-2609
TUESDAY, APRIL 23
Slide Lecture: "Before Silent Spring The History of Women in the
Environmental Movement" with Tina Roberts
• 12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• Part of Earth Week festivities
Live Music: manna, Sisters of Rhythm
• 7:00 p.m. • The Bear's Den, Memorial Union • Free
Admission • Part of Earth Week festivities
Spring Concert: University Orchestra and Percussion Ensemble
• 8:00 p.m. • St. John's Catholic Church, Bangor • Admission
fee • Part of the Music Series of the School of the Performing
Arts • For more information call 581-1773
Rocky Horror Picture Show
• 12 midnight • Sponsored by the Union Board • For more
information call 581-1735
WEEKLY MEETINGS
SUNDAYS
Meditation and Light Supper
• 5:00 p.m. • Wilson Center • For more information
call Deborah Adams at 581-8693
Sojourners
• 6:30 p.m. • Wilson Center • For more information
call Deborah Adams at 581-8693
Los Colores Unidos
• 7:00 p.m. • 1912 Room, Memorial Union • For more
information call Hassiba Gonzales at 866-0518
MONDAYS
Off Campus Board
• 3:00 p.m. • Ham Room, Memorial Union
• For more information call 581-1840
Bumstock
• 4:00 p.m. • Ham Room, Memorial Union
Smoking Cessation Group
• 4:00 p.m. • Cutler Health Center .0 Free for students
• For more information call Maureen Henry or Rick
Kochis at 581-4031
Student Entertainment Activities Board
• 4:00 p.m. • Senior Skulls Room, Memorial Union
• For more information call Darryl at 581-1840
Maine Vocals
• 5:00 p.m. • Old Town Room, Memorial Union
• For more information call Ben Meiklejohn at 581-6355
Amateur Radio Club
• 5:00 p.m. • Merrill Hall basement • For more
information call Aaron at 866-5759
Maine Animal Club
• 5:00 p.m. • 206 Rogers Hall • For more information
call Cathy Show at 581-6330
Circle K Club
• 6:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• For more information call Angie at 827-5998
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Discussion Group
• 6:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m. • Honors Center, Seminar Room
• For more information call the Counseling Center at
581-1392 or TDD at 581-6126
Amateur Radio License Course
• 7:00 p.m. • 123 Barrows • For more information call
Aaron at 866-5759
TUESDAYS
College Republicans
• 5:00 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• For more information call Marc Oliver at 581-8838
General Student Senate
• 6:00 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
• For more information call Ben Meiklejohn at 581-1774
Guest Lecture Series
• 7:00 p.m. • Old Town Room, Memorial Union
Poetry Readings (First and third Tuesdays of each month)
• 8:00 p.m. • Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union
• Sponsored by the Maine Review • For more
information call Jim Billings at 945-3188
WEDNESDAYS
Earth Week '96 Planning Team
• 12 noon • Ham Room, Memorial Union • For
more information contact Scott Wilkerson at 581-
3300 or scott wilkerson@voyagerumeres.maine.edu
Maine Peace Action Committee
• 4:00 p.m. • Virtue Room, The Maples • For more
information call Jerry Turcotte at 866-4651
Student Environmental Action Coalition
• 5:00 p.m. • 1912 Room, Memorial Union • For more
information call Tom at 866-3352
Student Alumni Association
• 5:30 p.m. • Crossland Alumni Center
• For more information call 581-1140
College Democrats
• 6:00 p.m. • Ham Room, Memorial Union
• For more information call Jeremy at 866-2617
Open Discussion on the Bahai Faith
• 6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. • Drummond Chapel
• For more information call Cara at 581-7061
Union Board
• 6:30 p.m. • Totman Lounge, Memorial Union
Franco-American Resource Opportunity Group
• 7:00 p.m. • Franco-American Center • For more
information call Robert Daigle at 581-3764
'TN
The Outing Club
• 7:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• For more information call Chris at 581-4453
THURSDAY
Wilson Center Midday Song Fest
• 12 noon • Drummond Chapel • For more
information call Deborah Adams at 581-8963
Non-Traditional Student Coffee Hour
• 3:15 p.m.-4:30 p.m. • Commuter Lounge
• For more information call 581-1820
UMaine Green Party
• 4:00 p.m. • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
• For more information call Ben at 581-6355
"A Taste of Home Potluck"
• 5:30 p.m. • Wilson Center
College Republicans
• 5:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
Wilde Stein Club
• 6:30 p.m. • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
• For more information contact Brooke or Randy
at 581-1596
The Maine Event: Campus Crusade for Christ
• 7:30 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
FRIDAYS
Friends of Bill W.
• 12 noon • Old Town Room, Memorial Union
UMaine Muslim Student Group
• 12 noon-2:00 p.m. • Drummond Chapel
Prisoners of Gender
• 1:15 p.m. • Davis Room, Memorial Union
• For more information call Craig at 827-8118
Women's Center
• 2:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m. • 101 Fernald Hall
• For more information call 581-1508
International Coffee Hour
• 4:00 p.m. • Peabody Lounge • For more
information call 581-2905
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
• 7:00 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
The Campus Crier
is a student-run calendar--a service provided by ASAP Media
Services for students at the University of Maine.
The Campus Crier
will run your listing of student-related events or activities for free. To get
your listing in the next issue, contact the editor of the Campus Crier,
Lindsay Burke, at 425 Chadbourne Hall, or at 581-4359. You may also
email Lindsay at Lindsay_Burke@voyager.umeres.maine.edu
Look for the Campus Crier Online:
http://inferno.asap.um.maine.edu/crier/
The deadline for posting events is the Monday
before the listings appear.
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Get your copy of the
1995 r\IIIIVIETOC, CD•
Today!
Save 5 dollars! Just bring this
coupon to the OCB office (third floor,
Memorial Union) and get your own
copy for only $5!
U Don't forget!
NVote on April 22, 23, 24
at the following locations
• the Memorial Union
• the Dining Commons
• Latti Fitness Center
• the Field House
E
Also on April 24
• the Steamplant
Parking Lot
Remember, it's your choice.
Sponsored by:
Students Building A New Community
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Thursday, April 18
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Fight
for your rights by all means. Don't fall into the
trap of thinking that everyone who disagrees
with you is against you. You can persuade
others to see things your way once you stop
taking things so literally.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Make sure
partners, friends and colleagues know what you
expect from them. Missed opportunities to com-
municate may not seem important now, but they
will cost time and energy you can ill afford later
on. Don't plan what you have to say, just say it
and the words will come out right.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You'll be
the happy recipient of good news today, the
kind of news that has been lacking in recent
weeks. You may not be able to act on what you
learn for a week or two, but at least you know
there's something inspiring to look forward to
in the near future.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): A brilliant
entity will bring some sort of an offer your way
today, but you may be reluctant to take advan-
tage of it. Even if it involves more work than
you feel you are able to handle, you won't know
for certain until you give it a try.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Whatever
inspires you the most in life is what you were
destined to do, and you should do it no matter
how hard others try to steer you in different
directions. The worst thing of all is to be bored,
because if you're bored you'll do even the sim-
ple things badly.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Over the next few
days, you'll find yourself time and time again in
situations that demand that you take responsi-
bility for your actions. Leo is the sign of leader-
ship, but it is how you lead yourself that will
determine if others follow.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Be clear
about what you believe and be positive when
asked to communicate those beliefs to other
people. Provided you avoid the tendency to
preach, you'll find that all sorts of people are
interested in what you have to say.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): What seems
like just another idea is, in fact, much more than
that: it's a great idea in disguise. You may be
worried about taking a risk with your resources,
but it has to be done. If you stick to the same old
routine, expect to get the same old results.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): We all need
approval to a certain extent, but Scorpios need it
less than most. If your instincts tell you to do
something unpopular today, don't worry about
the consequences. If there is any real merit in
what you're doing, you won't be in the dog-
house for long.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Even
if you have to deal with someone you don't see
eye to eye with today, you can easily avoid a
confrontation if you keep your wits about you.
A witty approach will defuse even the most
dangerous of situations. You don't have to be
the best of friends to share a good laugh.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Once
the sun moves into Taurus tomorrow, the world
will look like a much brighter, friendlier place
than it has been for quite a while. Family prob-
lems won't disappear, but they will be easier to
handle once you start approaching them in a
more optimistic frame of mind.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): No matter
how passionately you argue in favor of a belief,
you know you've missed something. Sooner or
later you'll have to amend or even retract what
you've said, so don't make too many claims
which are difficult, if not impossible to prove.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You can
talk your way into our out of any situation, so
don't be afraid to enter areas you would normal-
ly be too timid to explore. Don't make any
detailed plans. Let the events of the day carry
you along in whatever direction they choose.
You are sure to enjoy the ride.
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of,9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
(Maine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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• Law
Prosecution of older Unabomber cases up to states
WASHINGTON (AP) — The five-year
federal limit on prosecuting most crimes
other than capital offenses means state
officials may ultimately control whether a
Unabomber suspect faces trial in attacks
that occurred years ago.
"Federal prosecutors face potentially
serious statute of limitation problems,"
said Jay Stephens, former U.S. attorney
for the District of Columbia.
Of the dozen Unabomber attacks that
occurred more than five years ago, none
could have brought the federal death pen-
alty anyway. A 1985 bombing killed a
man, but there was no federal capital pun-
ishment at the time.
The Unabomber, if convicted of either
of two later killings, could face the death
penalty because that punishment was re-
stored to federal law in August 1994.
Besides the three deaths, 23 people
have been injured in the string of bomb-
ings that began in 1978.
To allow for federal prosecution in
attacks that happened more than five years
before indictment would require the in-
volvement of a conspiracy or of racketeer-
ing or criminal organizations, not the act
of a lone assailant, attorneys said.
Details of those earlier bombings may
well be used as evidence of a pattern of
behavior to bolster cases that can be
brought, said Edward S.G. Dennis, Jr., a
former assistant attorney general in charge
of the Justice Department's criminal divi-
sion.
Theodore Kaczynski, 53, taken into
custody two weeks ago from his remote
Montana cabin, has been charged only
with possession of bomb components. He
has not been charged in any of the 16
attacks authorities suspect of the man
dubbed the Unabomber.
The older attacks include the Dec. 11,
1985, bombing death of 38-year-old Hugh
Scrutton outside his computer rental store
in Sacramento, Calif. There was no effec-
tive federal death penalty when Scrutton
your mind
0 pen You may learn something about yourself
The Maine Campus
A referendum for
'Tkle St1a.6e1tt
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On April 22,23 and 24 you will be asked
to vote on the following question:
"Do you favor adoption of the Student
Community Facility Improvement Project,
to be funded primarily through a maximum
fee of $7 per credit hour, starting in the semester
in which consrtuction begins (no earlier than
the 1997-1998 academic year) and continuing for
no more than 20 years? Proceeds will be
used to fund a new Student Center addition
to the Memorial Union and renovations to
that building ($8million), and to construct
a Student Recreation Center ($10million)
to enhance student life."
Please vote at the following locations:
•All 4 dining commons
*Memorial Union
*Memorial Gym Fieldhouse
*Latti Fitness Center
was killed. But since California has no
statute of limitation on homicide, the state
could still try a Unabomber suspect in that
death.
The two lethal Unabomber attacks that
might bring federal capital punishment
were the deaths of New Jersey advertising
executive Thomas Mosser, 50, on Dec.
10, 1994, and of California Forestry Asso-
ciation President Gilbert P. Murray, 47, in
Sacramento on April 24, 1995.
In older cases in Utah, federal prosecu-
tors may have avoided the statute of lim-
itations problem. They are reported to
have filed a sealed indictment years ago in
connection with two Unabomber attacks
there, in 1981 and 1987, naming the as-
sailant only as "John Doe."
Specific enough charges might have
stopped the federal statute of limitation
from running in those attacks, said Den-
nis, who is also a former U.S. attorney in
Philadelphia and is now with the law firm
of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius.
"It's going to have to go in front of a
judge, but at least with a charge there and
some specificity, you may have more of a
fighting chance," he said.
Prosecutors in other older cases could
be helped by quirks in state laws.
In at least two states where attacks
occurred, Illinois and Michigan, the stat-
ute of limitations doesn't start running
unless the suspect is living publicly in that
state. Illinois' normal limit for non-capi-
tal offenses is three years while Michi-
gan's is 10.
"If a person lived in Illinois for only
one year, then moved out of state for 20
years and then came back, they would still
have two years left on the statute of limi-
tation on an attempted murder change,"
said Dan Curry, spokesman for Illinois
Attorney General Jim Ryan.
The statute "is generally intended to
bring cases into court while the evidence
is fresher and witnesses will still be avail-
able," said Duke University law profes-
sor Sara Sun Beale. "But if the person is
a fugitive from justice, they can't com-
plain that the charges against them are
stale," she said.
That delay in the statute of limitations
clock might allow for state prosecution of
three explosions in Illinois that injured
three people and one bombing in Michi-
gan that hurt two.
"An old case is hard to prove, but we
can bring charges," said David Lady, as-
sistant prosecuting attorney in Washtenaw
County, Mich.
The same indefinite delay in the clock
does not occur in California, said Alame-
da County Assistant District Attorney
Marty Brown. Brown may have gotten
around it when, acting at the suggestion of
police at the University of California at
Berkeley, he filed a John Doe warrant in
1988 on two explosions there in 1982 and
1985 that injured two people.
• Funeral
7-year-old pilot remembered
PESCADERO, Calif. (AP) — Caressing
a white coffin adorned with flowers and a
tiny blue airplane, Jessica Dubroff's mother
remembered her as a child who couldn't be
held back from her passion for flying.
"A month ago she said, 'I want to fly
until I die,— Lisa Hathaway said during a
funeral Monday for the 7-year-old girl who
died trying to become the youngest pilot to
fly across America.
"She knew how to reach into your soul
and stay there. I'm grateful she's been in my
life," Hathaway told some 200 people who
gathered for the funeral in this coastal town
about 40 miles south of San Francisco.
Jessica's 9-year-old brother, Joshua, who
reportedly planned to fly over the service, was
grounded by bad weather and was at the grave
site.
In a fog and drizzle, the mourners walked
as the small coffin was driven slowly in a
pickup truck from Jessica's back yard to a
small graveyard among rolling green pastures.
They sang folk songs along the way, then
said farewell to the strains of the hymn "I'll
Fly Away."
Jessica died along with her father and
flight instructor Thursday when their sin-
gle-engine plane went down in an icy rain
just after takeoff from Cheyenne, Wyo.,
during the second leg of the transcontinen-
tal, round-trip flight.
Criticism of the flight has been mounting
since the crash, with many people saying chil-
dren shouldn't be allowed to fly. Others have
wondered whether the dream of flying across
the country was Jessica's or her parents'.
The funeral for flight instructor Joe Reid ,
took place earlier Monday, and more than 500
people attended a vigil for him Sunday night.
Lloyd Dubroff s funeral was set for today.
The attempt at the record apparently had
already failed on the first leg out of Half
Moon Bay, Calif., when Reid took the con-
trols several times, Hathaway said.
She said on Sunday that Reid had flown
the plane once while Jessica took a nap. He
also landed the plane in Cheyenne, and
government investigators said his injuries
suggest he was flying when the plane crashed.
Pre-Bumstock Party at Geddy's
Saturday April 20th, 18+Over
Doors open at 11:00, Drink Specials
•ICYAI rbiEUES
PECC1NG 20
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• Disaster
Tornado kills seven, wounds 30 in Arkansas
SYLAMORE, Ark. (AP) — The smell of
sap from freshly splintered trees hung over the
Ozark Mountains on Monday after a tornado
ripped through during the first big tourist
weekend of spring, killing seven people.
Three of the victims were tourists stay-
ing at a campground.
At least 30 people were injured.
The weather front that blew through
Arkansas on Sunday moved east Monday,
spinning off tornadoes. One struck a mobile
home park in Zebulon, N.C., about 20 miles
east of Raleigh, destroying at least 17 homes
and injuring about 20 people, local authori-
ties said.
"We see pine trees broke in half ...
vehicles picked up ... and thrown," Charles
Bullock, who works for an auto dealership
in Zebulon, told Durham television station
WTVD. "There are vehicles on top of vehi-
cles ... Cars are stacked up on cars."
In Arkansas, Buddy Marsalis struggled
to hold back tears as he waited for sheriff's
deputies to let him look for any belongings
that remained from the destroyed home of
friends who were killed outside Sylamore.
His friends, Larry Carney, 52, and his
wife, Jenny, 50, "were supposed to be bap-
tized at the church last night," Marsalis
said. "If they'd have gone, they'd be alive."
Near the town of Fox, about 15 miles
southwest of Sylamore, uprooted pine trees
leaned against the roof of Skyland Baptist
Church, which remained standing. The tor-
nado struck while about 30 people were in
the hilltop church for Sunday night services.
"I looked out the window and I saw a
building go by," said the Rev. Ron Ivie as he
helped church members clear away the trees.
The tornado hopscotched along hilly terrain
in north-central Arkansas for some 45 miles.
Hardest hit was the Holiday Mountain
Resort, a campground at Sylamore with
hookups for recreational vehicles and easy
access to fishing spots.
"It's a pretty nice place," Reggie Har-
rell said, then paused. "It was."
Monday, Gov. Jim Guy Tucker declared
Stone and Izard counties disaster areas,
making residents eligible for financial aid.
Preliminary damage estimates ranged from
$4.5 million to $5 million, according to the
state Office of Emergency Services.
"This is the first time I've seen a tornado
come down over an area that is mountain-
ous," said Tucker, who toured the area by
helicopter. "It proves we all have to take
warnings seriously."
Campground employees said four people
were killed there: Carl and Eleanor Allen of
Memphis, Tenn; Howard Smith of German-
town, Tenn., and Juanita Belcher of Cabot, Ark.
The Carneys' home near Sylamore was
obliterated. Even the garage slab appeared
to have been uprooted. The seventh victim,
Patsy Dargess, also lived near Sylamore.
• Politics
Bush endorses Dole
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former Pres-
ident George Bush, meeting with Repub-
lican presidential candidate Bob Dole
today, said he is worried about President
Clinton's foreign policy and endorsed
Dole for his "maturity" and "credibili-
ty."
"It's not a partisan, political or mean-
ness thing on my part," said Bush, the man
unseated by Clinton in 1992.
Bush, fresh off a private mission to China,
met with Dole in his Senate leadership office
for nearly an hour this morning to discuss the
trip and this year's presidential campaign.
Bush, who traveled to Beijing last week
at the invitation of the Chinese govern-
ment's investment arm, was urged by Pres-
ident Jiang Zemin to help smooth strained
U.S.-China relations.
The morning's closed-door meeting co-
incided with Clinton's round-the-world trip
designed to showcase his foreign policy skills.
"I'm worried," said Bush, standing be-
side Dole. "I'm worried about U.S. leader-
ship around the world. We need (Dole's)
viewpoint and his leadership, his maturity,
his credibility that will help the standing of
the United States."
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FREE WINDSHIELDS
We come to you!
Installed on site at no extra charge.
If your comprehensive deductable is
$100 or less,
your windshield could be free.
Offer only valid if billed directly to
insurance co.
Some restrictions may apply. Call for
details.
Allied Glass Co.
543 Hammond Street
Bangor, ME 04401
I 1-800-413-7323 942-7323 Iimiummmmulimmemmomoommommosimummimmmmmull
The twister caught Izard County Sheriff
Donnie Joe Yancey on the road.
"It throwed me out of the Jeep and into a
ditch. I was going across the road and I wasn't
touching the ground," he said. He landed in
a ditch and said he was "digging like an
armadillo," clutching grass to stay put.
Several hundred yards from the Skyland
Baptist Church, Burl Gammill said he saw
his cows trot into a protected hollow Sunday
night and he knew the weather was going to
get rough. The tornado came two minutes
later. The cows survived.
"Cows are smart about things like that,"
Gammill said as he and his son worked to
repair damage to their well.
• Law
Court gets stock,
Bailey stays in jail
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) — Attor-
ney F. Lee Bailey handed over 400,000
shares of disputed stock to a federal court,
but the judge who imprisoned him six weeks
ago for contempt didn't immediately an-
swer his request to be freed.
U.S. District Judge Maurice Paul was at a
conference in Memphis and hadn't respond-
ed to a motion by Bailey's attorneys for an
immediate hearing, Paul's clerk said today.
Bailey's attorney, Roger Zuckerman, said
in the motion that he was advised that Paul
would not be available until Monday, but he
asked the judge to arrange a hearing before then.
Otherwise, he said, Bailey "will be re-
quired to spend yet another seven days incar-
cerated in circumstances where he is other-
wise in compliance with the court's order."
Bailey sent a Swiss bank the money last
week to pay off a lien and release the stock to
the federal court while the court decides the
ownership. The stock was transferred to the
court's possession Monday, Zuckerman said.
Bailey, who has defended the Boston
Strangler, Patty Hearst, Dr. Sam Sheppard
and O.J. Simpson in his 36-year career, was
imprisoned March 6 for failing to meet a
deadline to turn over the stock.
The shares in Biochem Pharma, a Cana-
dian company, were seized from Claude
Duboc, a former client who awaits sentenc-
ing before Paul on drug charges.
Bailey said he was given the shares to
cover fees and expenses for representing Dub-
oc. Assistant U.S. attorney David McGee said
the stock was entrusted to Bailey to administer
some of Duboc's property in France and must
be returned to the government.
Paul has set a hearing May 20 on
that question.
The Career Center is seeking
Career Assistants
for 1996-97
Positions are available in the following areas:
Career Exploration/Career Lab
Placement/Front Desk
Maine Mentor/Alumni Career Services
Electronic Marketing Coordinator
These positions are
Work-Study Jobs
(must have submitted your Free Application for Federal Student Aid
by March 1, 1996)
and/or
Internships
(must arrange for credit with your academic department).
To apply:
Request complete job descriptions
and an application at the
Career Center
3rd Floor, Chadbourne Hall
581-1359.
The completed application should be returned
to the Career Center as soon as possible.
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• Goetz
NRA backs subway shooter in civil case
NEW YORK (AP) — After emerging
from a coma and regaining his memory, a
youth wounded by subway gunman Bern-
hard Goetz told hospital workers: "I was
just sitting there, and he shot me," a wit-
ness testified today.
Dr. Claude Macaluso, a neurologist
who treated Darrell Cabey when he lapsed
into a coma a few weeks after being shot,
said Cabey was first able to discuss the
confrontation on June 14, 1985 — nearly
six months later.
Cabey, 30, was one of four young men
Goetz shot on a subway train after they
demanded $5. Cabey, who suffered brain
damage and is described as having the
mental capacity of an 8-year-old, is suing
Goetz for $50 million.
Goetz's legal fees are being partly fi-
nanced by a group founded by the Nation-
al Rifle Association.
Goetz is white; the four youths he shot
are black. The gunman says he fired to
stop a mugging; Cabey' s lawyers say Goetz
is a racist who overreacted to panhan-
dling.
Macaluso quoted Cabey as saying: "I
was sitting in the corner seat. One of my
friends asked a guy for $5. He panicked
and started shooting. ... I was just sitting
• Revolution
20 American citizens remain
unaccounted for in Liberia
WASHINGTON (AP) — The State De-
partment says about 20 of the 470 Ameri-
cans who were in Liberia a week ago re-
mained unaccounted for.
Spokesman Glyn Davies said Monday
that some of the 20 may have slipped out of
the troubled country on their own.
He suggested the rest are either content
to remain in Liberia or have been prevented
by fighting from making it to the embassy
compound for evacuation by Air Force he-
licopters.
As of Sunday, 65 helicopter sorties had
evacuated 1,795 people from Monrovia, in-
cluding 306 Americans. The evacuees hailed
from 64 countries.
A spokesman for Charles Taylor, a
top rebel leader, criticized the U.S. air-
lift. "We do not think that the crisis is
deep enough to warrant the airlift of peo-
ple," said the spokesman, Reginald Goo-
dridge.
Meanwhile, a three-ship amphibious
group accompanied by a destroyer and a
tanker is heading for waters off the Liberian
coast to await instructions and to be ready if
needed.
Senior defense officials said there were
no plans for an ambitious landing. During a
previous Liberian crisis, in 1990, U.S. war-
ships stood by for four months and left
without intervening.
6o0a
I'm your average "Generation Xer." My Dad grew up in Woodstock, NY and my
Mom was at the famous Woodstock music festival. My folks were divorced when I was
young. This left me empty and desiring more from life. I can remember sitting in the living
room trying to figure what would fill the void. We were having lasagna that night, one of my
favorites. Would that satisfy the desires I had? No way, and neither would anything else I
could think of.
When my Mom got divorced a second time, I was crushed. I was hurt. I got the
attention I needed by "acting up" in school. I earned more than a few detentions and
suspensions. At least I was getting attention.
During my junior year I discovered achievement could get me recognition. Receiving
the "student of the week" award twice, nearly making honor roll and drastically cutting back
on detentions shocked the teaching staff. I had a girlfriend and was becoming popular. It was
a nice change from rejection.
After high school, in 1992, I did what I wanted -working and partying. With the
coming of winter came my desire to snowboard. I picked up a job outside Salt Lake City. I
lived right on the mountain. They treated me well with three meals a day, a room with an
outdoor Jacuzzi and a pool, a salary and a decent bonus. There was plenty of rock climbing
and back-country skiing. I made some good friends. I had what I wanted in life. Yet, I didn't
have real hope and purpose-nothing to quench my deep emptiness.
Spring came and I headed home. Flying into Boston I thought, "What if I were to
die?"I had thought this before, before skiing off a cliff or zipping down an avalanche prone
slope. But this time the intensity was vivid and gut wrenching.
It was good to be home. Friends were graduating. They all thought my solo trip to
live my dreams in the West was exciting. One night, sitting in my room, I began worrying
that a friend would commit suicide. The reality of dying and the brevity of life really hit me.
It was then that I realized some things to be true. First, I was not perfect. I had done some
bad things to people. Second, if God really existed He was just. He couldn't let my actions
slide by. There must be a penalty. I also knew a little of the historical figure of Jesus Christ, a
real person who claimed to be God. He claimed to be my substitute for the penalty I
deserved. I decided to accept His forgiveness, to allow Him to restore my relationship with
God. I was to be His son and He my Father.
I had always believed there was a God, but the real change came when I stuck my
neck out and admitted my need. God has been restoring relationships. I had alienated my
stepfather and other family members. He has given me hope and a purpose in life as his
child. He is restoring my battered self-image, showing me that even with all my faults He
loves me. The Bible says, "But God demonstrates his love for us in this: while we were yet
sinners Christ died for us."
-Brave Williams
there, and he shot me.
The physician said Cabey spent five
weeks "in a persistent vegetative state."
When he emerged his speech was slurred,
his memory was faulty and he was unable
to write his own name.
Cabey's spinal cord was severed by
Goetz's bullet, and he remained in the
hospital for a year, another doctor testi-
fied earlier.
Dr. Peter Adams testified Monday that
Cabey was paralyzed from the waist down,
suffered injuries to both lungs and devel-
oped life-threatening pneumonia.
Several weeks after the shooting, the
teen-ager stopped breathing for as long as
10 minutes, Adams said, adding that Ca-
bey "was seriously ill, so he had a better
chance of brain damage than a normal
healthy person."
Earlier Monday, an actor took the stand
to read the testimony of a now-dead wit-
ness who said he saw Goetz shoot an
unresisting, terrified youth. The late Chris-
topher Boucher testified in the 1987 trial
• Oklahoma City
in which Goetz was acquitted of attempt-
ed murder but convicted of a weapons
charge.
Boucher said Goetz "was standing
looking down at the man in the seat (who)
was sitting back with his hands grasping
the bench. He had a frightened look on his
face."
Boucher never identified the victim in
1987 but other testimony made it clear it
was Cabey. Goetz lawyer Barry Slotnick
had undermined Boucher's testimony by
focusing on conflicts in the physical de-
tails.
The Firearms Civil Rights Legal De-
fense Fund, founded by the NRA, has con-
tributed $20,000 to Goetz's legal fees, the
amount it contributed for his criminal trial.
"We believe that people should be able
to carry firearms for lawful self-defense,"
said Chip Walker, a spokesman for the
NRA and the legal defense fund. "Had
Bernie Goetz not had that firearm with him,
he would have been a victim and would
have been subject to physical injury."
Prosecutors must prove intent
DENVER (AP) — Defense attorneys
in the Oklahoma City bombing case say
that to obtain the death penalty, prosecu-
tors must prove Timothy McVeigh and
Terry Nichols intended to kill federal
agents.
In court papers filed Monday, the at-
torneys said the jury should be allowed to
consider lesser charges equivalent to sec-
ond-degree murder that carry a maxi-
mum penalty of life in prison.
The lesser charge would not require
prosecutors to prove a specific intent to
kill, the attorneys said, but would require
they show that the defendants were reck-
lessly indifferent "to the likely fatal con-
sequences of using a weapon of mass
destruction."
Prosecutors said that to obtain the
death penalty, the government need not
prove the defendants intended to cause a
death.
"The fact that (the federal death pen-
alty law) applies to persons indirectly
killed by the crime, such as firefighters
responding to a bombing of a vacant
building, confirms that the defendant need
not have intended to cause the death of a
victim," they said.
McVeigh and Nichols are charged with
murder and conspiracy in connection with
only eight of the 168 people killed in the
bombing of the federal building a year
ago. All eight were federal law enforce-
ment agents; those are the only cases that
are punishable by death under federal
law.
The trial probably will be held late
this year or early next year. Oklahoma
can still file charges in the 160 other
deaths, which can bring the death penalty
under state law.
Richard Burr, an attorney for
McVeigh, said that requiring prosecutors
to prove the agents were killed "on ac-
count of the performance of their official
duties" will force the goverment to show
a motive.
Prosecutors have suggested the bomb-
ing was in retaliation for the cult disaster
near Waco, Texas, exactly two years be-
fore the attack.
Justice Department officials have said
privately there is a dispute within the
department over whether to delve into
motives during the trial because of gaps
in the case, gaps they said occur in every
case of this magnitude.
Twin City Plaza* Brewer, Maine * 969-0424
Comics • Magic the Gathering
1-Shirts • Posters • Games
Now Taking Pre-Orders for
Magic the Gathering
Ice Age: Alliances
Pre-Order Price is $80 per box
Save over $30 per box by pre-ordering
Also taking pre-orders on
Star Wars: A New Hope, pre-order at $80 per box
Alliances & New Hope estimated release date June '96
NEW YORK (AP) — A Howard Stern
fan who tried to get the shock jock's auto-
graph was arrested Tuesday after threaten-
ing Stern and telling police he had a shotgun
in his car, authorities said.
Samuel S. Callea, 33, of Buffalo, was
charged with trespassing, possessing stolen
property and weapons violations. Police said
his gun was stolen, but it was not loaded and
Callea did not take it out of his car.
As Callea was led from a police station,
he said: "Howard Stern is No. 1."
Callea was waiting around 5:30 a.m.
when Stern's limousine pulled into a load-
ing area leading to the studio from which
Stern's daily syndicated talk show airs, po-
lice said.
Callea approached Stern, making
"threatening gestures and comments," Capt.
Glen Kotowski said. After Stern hustled off,
Callea told Stern's limo driver, "I'm going
to kill him," police said.
The driver chased and caught Callea
as he ran to his car parked around the
block, police said. Authorities forced
Callea to open his trunk when he said he
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• Disease
Texas Ebola strain' harmless to humans, officials say
ALICE, Texas (AP) — The Ebola virus
that struck two monkeys at a research cen-
ter in Texas is not the same strain that killed
hundreds of people in Africa and poses
virtually no threat to humans, health offi-
cials said Tuesday.
"Nobody's sick. There's not a big out-
break of something," said Dr. Pierre Roll-
in, chief of the special pathogens branch at
the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention.
Rollin, an Ebola expert who has studied
the deadly strain Ebola Zaire, acknowl-
edged human infection was possible but
has never occurred with the strain diag-
nosed at the Texas Primate Center.
The virus killed one monkey and led
authorities to put another monkey to death
at the breeding center, which provides pri-
mates to researchers around the world. An
additional 98 monkeys, part of a shipment
that arrived March 21 from the Philip-
pines, remained quarantined and were be-
ing tested.
Eight people were exposed to Ebola at
the Texas center: two veterinarians, five
monkey handlers and one lab technician,
said Kate Hendricks, an epidemiologist
with the state Health Department. All were
wearing protective gear such as masks and
gloves and reported no cuts or scratches.
They remain under observation.
This is the first time since 1990 that
Ebola has been diagnosed in the United
States, officials said. The last infection also said rabies and tuberculosis are more seri-
occurred at the Texas Primate Center in a
shipment of monkeys from the Philippines.
Rollin said the Texas Ebola strain is
highly similar to the virus that struck a
Reston, Va., primate center in 1989. Four
people there were exposed to the virus but
never got sick. All the monkeys were put to
death.
Officials called a news conference to
stress that the Texas strain is not as danger-
ous as the one that infected 316 people and
killed 245 last year in the central African
nation of Zaire. Earlier this year, at least 13
people died from Ebola in Gabon in west-
ern Africa.
State Health Commissioner David Smith
ous threats in Texas than Ebola, which was
the subject of the best-selling book "Hot
Zone" and the movie "Outbreak," both of
which were based on the 1989 incident in
Virginia.
"The reason there's this much excite-
ment is because we've had a movie and a
book," Smith said.
Ebola is spread through bodily fluids,
commonly through a break in the skin, and
has no treatment or cure.
The monkeys in the 1989 Reston out-
break, as well as this latest incident, came
from the same Filipino supplier, Ferlite
Scientific Research Inc., said Health De-
partment spokesman Doug McBride.
• Military
Marines tried for refusing to submit 'genetic dog tags'
HONOLULU (AP) —Two Marines who
refused to give a mandatory blood sample
for a DNA registry said they feared the
government would use the "genetic dog
tags" for more than just identifying service-
men's remains.
"It was clear to me they were ordering
me to blindly give in — I had to say no,"
Cpl. John C. Mayfield III testified at his
court-martial Monday.
Mayfield and Cpl. Joseph Vlacovsky
contend the order is unconstitutional and
their decision to disobey it could cost
them their military careers. They face six
months in jail and a dishonorable dis-
charge if convicted.
"Not giving at that point was a chance to
be supplied with some answers," Vlacov-
sky told a military judge at Kaneohe Marine
Base.
Marine Capt. Scott Peterson, the prose-
cutor, repeatedly said the case has nothing
to do with genetic testing or discrimination.
"There's no genetic testing ... just stor-
age of blood samples to be used if needed to
ID remains," Peterson said. "It is not our
burden to prove whether the order is law-
ful," just whether the men disobeyed a
direct order.
The prosecution rested Monday after
• Radio
Fan arrested for threat
against Howard Stern
had a shotgun. Police said four shells
were in the front seat.
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two witnesses, Lt. Col. Richard Monreal, the
two men's commanding officer, and Chief
Hospitalman Mark Crippen, an enlisted su-
perior, both testified that the men had sever-
al opportunities to obey the order. Both said
they never thought to question the constitu-
tionality of the DNA program.
Monreal said he had offered to handle the
problem through a nonjudicial process but
both Marines told him they preferred to go
through a full court-martial.
They have also filed a class-action law-
suit to stop the program. That case is pending
before a federal appeals court.
The Pentagon has been collecting DNA
samples from service members for three
years and has stored more than 1 million
specimens in Gaithersburg, Md.
The plan was to save the samples for 75
years for use in identifying remains. Be-
cause of the legal challenge and congres-
sional pressure, the Pentagon announced
last week it will keep the samples for only 50
years, strictly limit the circumstances under
which they can be released, and allow per-
sonnel to have their specimens destroyed
when they leave the service.
Dr. Paul Billings of the Stanford Uni-
versity School of Medicine, who will
testify for the defense, said that the Pen-
tagon program still lacks safeguards to
protect people's privacy.
Compost, Mulch
& Wood Chips
For Sale
The University of Maine Office of Resource Conservation and
Recovery (ORCR) is selling UMaine made compost, mulch, and
hardwood/softwood chips. Analytical test results will be available
for compost/mulch. A loader will be available to fill pickup trucks
and trailers. Please bring a shovel and containers otherwise. Call
ORCR for more info @ 581-3300.
Compost $10/cubic yard - made from post-consumer veg-
etable food scraps, leaves, chipped brush and yard
trimmings, and cow manure - ideal for flower and
vegetable gardens
Mulch $7/cubic yard - chipped from a two year old pile of
hardwood and softwood brush and yard trimmings
- a high humus content top dressing
Wood Chips $5/cubic yard - made from hardwood and softwood
brush and yard trimmings - great for general land-
scaping needs
Sunday, May 5 & Saturday, May 11, 8am-4pm
ORCR's Composting Facility, Rangeley Road, UMaine
Directions: From the Route 2 entrance to campus, continue straight up
Rangeley Road, past the Credit Union, and take the right immediately after
the Littlefield Ornamental Gardens
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• Legislation
Kennedy proposes tax break for employee-friendly companies
WASHINGTON (AP) — Companies
that provide better wages, benefits and train-
ing for their workers would be rewarded
with a lower tax rate under a proposal un-
veiled Monday by Sen. Edward Kennedy,
D-Mass.
Kennedy, the Senate's leading liberal,
proposed a series of measures aimed at
boosting workers' economic security in a
time of layoffs and shrinking companies.
"Americans are working harder and earn-
ing less," he said Monday. "Their standard
of living is stagnant or sinking. ... They are
worried about losing their jobs, losing their
health insurance, affording their children's
education, caring for their elderly parents,
and somehow still saving for their own retire-
ment."
Kennedy's 96-page "American Workers
Economic Security Act" includes a two-tier
corporate tax rate to reward "most-favored
companies" for being good employers.
Designated companies would get a 25
percent tax reduction on profits distributed
as dividends to shareholders.
To qualify, companies would have to
meet numerous criteria, including raising
wages at or above the inflation rate over five
years; investing 8 percent of the total payroll
in health care, 8 percent in retirement funds
and 2 percent in education and job training;
and providing profit-sharing or stock own-
ership plans to all workers.
Larger companies would have to pro-
vide day care for all workers.
Other provisions include:
—Establishing individual pension plans
for workers who are not covered by employ-
er-based plans. Workers could move their
plans from job to job.
—Requiring a review by the secretary of
labor of mergers and acquisitions that would
result in substantial layoffs or plant shutdowns.
—Requiring a review by the secretary of
labor and the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission of company restructurings that
would result in substantial layoffs.
Kennedy estimated the total cost at $44
billion. The money would come from the
repeal of certain tax benefits now enjoyed
by corporations, for example, $3.5 billion
from disallowing tax deductions for expens-
es incurred in mergers and acquisitions,
including interest.
Kennedy acknowledged the difficulty ofpass-
ing such proposals in a Republican-led Congress.
He plans to offer some provisions as
amendments to other bills on the Senate
floor. Others, such as the two-tiered tax
system, would have to come as part of a
budget deal brokered by congressional lead-
ers and the White House.
• Celebrity
Madonna expecting child
NEW YORK (AP) — Imagine life as
Madonna's wee one. Cone-shaped baby
bottles? Baby togs by Jean-Paul Gaultier?
X-rated first words?
We'll see, since the Material Girl has
gone Maternal. Madonna is expecting her
first child in November.
"She is pregnant," her publicist Liz
Rosenberg said Tuesday in a telephone in-
terview from Budapest, Hungary, where
Madonna, 37, is filming the movie version
of the musical "Evita."
The father is Carlos Leon, Madonna's
29-year-old personal trainer-boyfriend.
Though four months pregnant, Ma-
donna doesn't look it, Rosenberg said.
And she hasn't really suffered from typi-
cal first-trimester symptoms, like throw-
ing up at the sight or smell of just about
anything.
She does have that well-known maternal
glow.
"Her eyes look very sparkly. She's very
happy, very happy," Rosenberg said. "It's
something she's wanted for a very long
time."
The world was informed of Madonna's
ticking biological clock when she joked last
year that she desperately wanted to have a
baby and might even take out an ad to find
just the right daddy.
Leon, who helped sculpt the Material
Girl's well-toned body, has been doing dou-
ble-duty as Madonna's lover the past year,
according to the London tabloid The Sun.
"They are both ecstatic about this," the
publicist said. "He's back in the States."
Madonna, who has been single since
her 1989 divorce from Sean Penn, has
had several flamboyant relationships
since then, dating "Dick Tracy" co-star
Warren Beatty and basketball bad boy
Dennis Rodman. There has also been
gossip about an alleged fling with John F.
Kennedy Jr.
The baby has not interfered with the
filming of "Evita." "An enormous amount
has already been shot," the publicist said.
"They're just about finishing up in Budap-
est and all that's left is close-ups, so I don't
think it will affect anything."
*SUBWAY'
buy one footIong
sub,
(get one free)
with the purchase
of a medium soda
and chips 
Phone 866-3550
lb Mill St., Orono
Delivery Hours:
7-11 Sun.- Thurs.
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a Christian does it.
"I am willing to visit a synagogue and
speak to the Jewish people because I do not
want Jewish children to believe that they
have somebody who, if he comes into great
power, will put them in ovens," Farrakhan
said, referring to the mass killings of Jews
during the Holocaust.
Abraham Foxman, national director of
the New York-based Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith, said of Farrakhan's
• Tension
Jewish leaders reject Farrakhan's latest offer
WASHINGTON (AP) — American Jew-
ish leaders dismissed Nation of Islam leader
Louis Farrakhan's latest offer to reconcile
as "an olive branch without any leaves."
"Rhetoric is cheap," said Matthew
Brooks, executive director of the National
Jewish Coalition, a Washington-based group
of Jewish Republicans.
"We've seen no action whatsoever that
indicates his seriousness about mending
fences with the Jewish community," Brooks
said Monday.
In a lengthy interview broadcast Sunday
on CBS' "60 Minutes," Farrakhan insisted
that he doesn't hate Jews. He said he was
willing to visit rabbis and to speak with
Jewish scholars.
"I do not hate people because their
skin is white," Farrakhan said. "What I
hate is evil and injustice and exploita-
tion, whether a black does it, whether a
white does it, whether a Jew, a Muslim or
You have a girlfriend in Florida
You get a girlfriend in California
You tell them to call you 1-800-COLLECT
You get another girlfriend in Texas
For long-distance calls Savings based on a 3-minute AT&T operator-dialed interstate call.
1-800-COLLECT®
SAVE UP 10 44% ON EVERY CALL
offer: "It's an olive branch without any
leaves."
Farrakhan has made similar overtures
before. Foxman and other Jewish repre-
sentatives noted that the leader of black
Muslims in the United States has refused
their requests to soften his rhetoric and
retract past, offensive statements, includ-
ing comments that Jews are "bloodsuck-
ers."
James Muhammad, editor of The Final
Call, the Nation of Islam newspaper, said
Farrakhan objects to "preconditions to a
meeting of such nature."
"These are preconditions we are unwill-
ing to accept," he said in an interview from
Chicago. "If there is a sincere desire for
dialogue, as it is with Minister Louis Farra-
khan, why set preconditions to come to the
table?"
Asked about his rhetoric during the in-
terview, Farrakhan, said: "I can't tone down
what I believe to be the truth. And if it's
truth, and ... if! am in error, how am I going
to know that unless there's a dialogue."
"These are absurdities ... hateful, con-
spiratorial views of the Jewish community,
and that's not something to dialogue about,"
responded Foxman.
Farrakhan was criticized sharply by U.S.
officials this year for trips to "rogue" coun-
tries, including Iraq, and visits with Libyan
leader Moammar Gadhafi, among other U.S.
enemies.
The Treasury and Justice departments
and members of Congress are looking into
whether Farrakhan violated federal laws
during his travels.
A co-organizer of last October's Million
Man March that brought hundreds of thou-
sands of black men to Washington, Farra-
khan said government efforts to have him
register as a foreign agent because of his
contact with Gadhafi was part of a U.S. plot
to silence him.
In a two-hour speech to followers at his
Chicago mosque Monday night, Farrakhan
defended his overseas trip and said U.S.
foreign policy toward countries such as Lib-
ya, Iraq and Iran is directed by American oil
corporations.
But he said he is not doing the bidding of
any foreign nation. "We didn't join on to
America's enemies, but that's (his critics')
perception," he said.
Farrakhan has scheduled a tour of the
United States this week to discuss the over-
seas trip, beginning with the Chicago speech.
EUROPEth,e,
LONDON 5199
FRANKFURT $275
PARIS $275
AMSTERDAM $275
MADRID $315
* Europass from $210-*
Fares are from Boston. each wag based on a RI purchase.
Fares do not include federal taxes and passenger facilities charges,
which can total between S19.95 and $31.95. depending on the destma-
tion, nor do then include departure charges paid Wrung to to foreign
governments, which can total between $300 and $60.00. Intl Student
10 man be required. Fares are subject to change. Restrictions min.
Valid for departures until 31 tan 1996
Council Travel
CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
On rhe Web: httplIwuniciee.orgIctsIctshome.htm
1-800-2-COUNCI1
[1-800-226-8624]
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'96 Ranger XLT
24-month team
24,000 mile low mileage
Red Carpet Lean
(2) Downpayment $1,316.25
(Net of College Grad Cash)
Reconditioning Reserve 150.00
First Month's Payment 140.49
Cash Due at Signing** $1,606.74
**Excludes tax and other fees
As a college graduate, you've probably learned how to have tun
without vending a lot ot money. And that could be whether
you're cooking or driving. Than6 why, a3 a college graduate you
may quality tor special graduate programa with attordable lease
payments aa low as $14o") a month on a 24 month, 24,000 mile
low mileage Red Carpet lease available at your Ford
Dealer. Plua, juat by teat driving a new Ford you'll
receive a coupon tor a tree Papa Gino's pizza(?)
And while you're there, be sure to regiater to
win a trip tor tour to Aruba (.4) For more intor-
mation see your New England Ford Dealer today or
tind a take-one display on your college campus.
NEW ENGLAND ?a,e4
917,70i
FORD DEALERS
(1) Open to students graduating from an accredited Four Year College, Graduate School, Junior College, Community College, Trade School or Nursing School or Graduate Students enrolled in
Graduate School who have or will graduate between October 1, 1994-January 3, 1997. (2) 1996 Ranger XLT Regular Cab 4X2 with PEP 864A. MSRP $12,510 excludes title, taxes, license
fee, and Massachusetts emissions. Lease pmt based on avg cap cost of 97.94% of MSRP for 24 month closed-end Ford Credit Red Carpet Leases purchased in the Region through
12/31/95. Some payments higher, some lower. See dealer for payment/terms. Lessee may have option to buy vehicle at lease end at price negotiated with dealer at signing. Lessee
responsible for excess wear/tear and mileage over 24,000 at $.15/mile. Credit approval/insurability determined by Ford Credit. For special lease terms, $600 RCL cash back, and $400 Ford
College Graduate cash back must take new retail delivery from dealer stock by 7/2/96. Residency restrictions apply. See dealer for details. Payments total: $3,371.76. (3) Test Drive/Pizza
Offer: Each test drive participant will receive one coupon for one free Papa Gino's large cheese pizza. One coupon per customer. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of coupon. Must present original
test drive coupon. No reproductions accepted. Good while supplies last. No purchase necessary. Dealerships reserve the right to refuse a test drive at any time for any reason. (4) Trip
Giveaway: Limit one entry per person. No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. Entrants must be 18 years or older with valid drivers license from New York or New England states. Entries must be postmarked by June 30, 1996. One
trip for four to Aruba will be awarded. Travel restrictions apply. Winner to be selected by random drawing. Odds of winning determined by number of entries. Winner responsible for all federal, state and local taxes. To enter or for official rules
and complete details see participating dealer, or send a stamped, self-addressed envelope for a copy of rules, and/or a 3X5 card with your name, address, date of birth, and phone number to enter to: New England Ford Aruba Giveaway, P.O.
Box 1838, Evanston, IL 60204-9846.
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Puckett undergoes
surgery
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Laser sur-
gery on Kirby Puckett's right eye is ex-
pected to help the Minnesota Twins' star
regain normal vision, not cure the prob-
lem immediately.
Puckett, who has missed the first two
weeks of the season with an early form of
glaucoma, was scheduled for the proce-
dure Wednesday at the Retina Institute of
Maryland.
"Right now, first things first," Twins
physician Dr. L.J. Michienzi told the Saint
Paul Pioneer Press. "There is healing tak-
ing place now. The retinal tissue has to
heal first. You can only wait and see what
happens."
Puckett is expected to remain hospital-
ized at least overnight.
Puckett was placed on the disabled list
for the first time in his career after he
experienced blurred central vision in his
right eye due to a partial blockage of the
blood vessels feeding the retina.
Dr. Bert Glaser of the Retina Institute
of Maryland said the blurred vision was
due to an early form of glaucoma, an
elevated pressure in the eye. Glaser is
optimistic Puckett will be able to play
sometime this season, although the doctor
also said there is a chance the vision might
never improve.
Puckett hit off a batting tee and did
some fielding during a workout at the
Metrodome on Monday.
"I feel great. I hit it right on the nose,"
Puckett told WCCO-TV. "That's what's
weird about it. The swing's there. Every-
thing's there. I can't say my timing's there
because I haven't hit for like three weeks."
Cop eyes Mason
at club incident
NEW YORK (AP) — New York
Knicks forward Anthony Mason was be-
ing sought for questioning Tuesday in
connection with an alleged assault on a
woman at a Manhattan Side nightspot.
A spokeswoman for Mason insisted
he was innocent of any wrongdoing.
Sgt. Sean Crowley, a police spokes-
man, said a 25-year-old woman told in-
vestigators she was punched in the face
by a male patron at about 4 a.m. Tuesday
inside the China Club.
The victim couldn't identify the man
by name. A bouncer had noticed Mason
arguing with the woman shortly before
she was attacked, Crowley said.
By the time police officers responded
to a 911 call, Mason apparently had left,
Crowley said. The woman was treated by
paramedics for a bruised left eye.
Detectives were seeking to question
Mason to determine if he was involved in
the incident, Crowley said. According to
Jelane Sullivan of The Cronson Team,
which represents Mason, he "never laid
a hand on" the woman.
Mason was socializing with a group
of friends when the woman, who was
drunk, began "racially abusing him,"
Sullivan alleged. The woman hit Mason
on the back of the head with a magazine
before club employees threw her out,
Sullivan added.
• Baseball
Season to end at home for Maine
Dave Foran and the UMaine baseball
Saturday. (File Photo.)
team plan to open its home season
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
The University of Maine baseball team
has finally seen the end of the road, or has it?
After playing their first 38 games on
the road, the Black Bears' final 16 games
will be played at Mahaney Diamond. The
catch is that Maine's double header with
Vermont on Sunday was rained out and it
is unknown if those games will be made
up.
According to the North Atlantic Con-
ference Spring Sports Media Guide, NAC
teams need to play 20 conference games
to be eligible for post-season play. With-
out the Vermont games, Maine will play
a total of 22 conference games. If any of
Maine's remaining four-game series with
conference opponents (New Hampshire
and Hartford) are rained out, the Black
Bears could have to make up those games
with Vermont to reach the 20-game mark.
That decision is left up to NAC commis-
sioner Stuart Haskell.
"Who knows (if those games will be
made up?)," said Maine Assistant Sports
Information Director Joe Roberts. "If the
New Hampshire games are rained out or
the Hartford series is rained out, we could
have Drexel stay up here and play two
more on Monday (May 13) or we could
go to Vermont."
The last thing the Black Bears want to
do is head back out on the road. Playing
at home and getting that last at-bat will be
a big factor for Maine, said head coach
John Winkin.
"The thing that finally helps us is that
all the time we've gone into games being
the team that is not going to bat last," said
Winkin.
"We've got to get the Hofstra games
in," said Winkin. "I don't want to fuss
with that (traveling) anymore, so it is
imperative we get those games in and
stay two games above (the pace to hit 20
conference games."
See BASEBALL on page 23
• Softball
Dow shines, Black Bears slump
By Bill Stewart
Sports Writer
The University of Maine softball team
dropped two games to Boston University
this past weekend. Maine has lost six in a
row as the Terriers beat the Bears in two
closely contested games, 3-0 and 2-1.
Maine has gone 0-10-1 in its last 11
games and its record stands at 10-20-1
overall.
In the first game against BU, the Bears'
bats were almost nonexistent as Audrey
West allowed just three hits in the 3-0
shut out.
BU scored twice in the first inning,
and that was all they needed as West
recorded 14 strike-outs for the complete
game win. Mary Persson suffered the
loss for Maine.
In the second game of the twin bill,
Maine jumped out to 1-0 lead in the third
inning on an RBI double by senior Kelly
Dow. Dow went two for three in the
game, but it was not enough as the Terri-
ers rallied in the fifth with two runs to
preserve the win.
Jenn Burton got the call for Maine on
the mound, and she allowed just two
earned runs, but still took the loss, as
Maine fell 2-1.
With the loss, Maine drops to 0-6 in
the league and finds itself in last place
with eight games to play. They will
return to action this weekend with a pair
of double headers against Hartford and
Vermont. It will be the first time Maine
will play at home this year.
Black Bear Notes:
...Maine is 3-7 in games decided by
only one run. The Bears are 4-14 in
games decided by three runs or less. When
Maine scores six or more runs in a game,
they are 6-0-1.
...Kelly Dow is eighth in the league in
hitting with a .333 batting average. She
also has recorded 14 RBIs, which is tops
on the team and a career high.
...Leading the team in home runs is
shortstop Michele Puls with two. Puls is
hitting .300 with 11 RBIs. Her 36 total
bases leads the team.
...Outfielder Kathryn Murphy leads
the team in doubles with seven. Murphy
only had two last year.
...Maine's trio of pitchers of Mary
Persson, Vicki Brenner and Jenn Burton
have compiled a team ERA of 2.57. Bur-
ton and Persson are 10th and 11th in the
league with a 2.42 and 2.48 ERA respec-
tively.
...Vicki Brenner is 13th with a 2.94
ERA. Brenner and Burton are tied for the
league lead in saves with two apiece.
Brenner is also fourth in the league with
walks allowed per game with a minus-
cule 1.62.
Notes from around the NAC:
See SOFTBALL on page 23
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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• Golf
Faldo's masterful performance puts him in golfs best
(AP)—Almost lost in the Great Greg
Norman Meltdown at the Masters was
the return of Nick Faldo. The best player
in the world from 1987 through 1992 is
back and possibly poised to claim a spot
in the history of golf.
Consider these names: Jack Nicklaus,
Bobby Jones, Walter Hagen, Ben Hogan,
Gary Player, Arnold Palmer, Tom Wat-
son, Sam Snead, Gene Sarazen and Harry
Vardon.
Arguably, they are the 10 greatest
golfers ever. They are also the only play-
ers who have won more than the six
major championships Faldo has won —
three Masters, three British Opens.
After going 13 consecutive majors
without a victory and finishing no better
than 24th in any of the four last year,
Faldo is back on his game.
At only 38 and still practicing with
relentless perfectionism, there is every
reason to think Faldo will win more ma-
jors — moving him up that top-10 list.
Certainly, that will be the case if Fal-
do continues to use the brilliant course
management and shot selection he showed
in Sunday's final round at Augusta Na-
tional Golf Club.
The patient, skillful Faldo carried out
his game plan perfectly, hitting only one
bad shot all day, a weak drive on No. 5
that led to a bunkered approach shot, his
only missed green of the day.
Give Greg Norman this credit: He was
picked apart by a true Master.
"It's the most strategic thinking
course in the world," Faldo said about
Augusta. "You've got to steer the ball in
the right places."
Faldo took what the course would
give him and never forced the issue, not
even when he was six strokes behind
starting the final round.
Faldo felt he needed a 65 or a 66 on
Sunday to win. It turned out his 67 — the
best round of the day — was good enough
"I went out with a number in mind,"
he said.
He also went out with an idea of how
to get that number. Look at Faldo's final-
round scorecard.
UMaine Sports: the victory, The defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
The Maine Campus
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tip1r4de your ottitude.
Maybe you've become a slave to treadmills and rowing machines. Or maybe you
just haven't found a pair of skates that really fit. Strap on a pair of Roces and
discover how comfortable inline skates can be. Then ditch those membership
fees - the fresh air will do you good.
01996 ROCES USE. WC,
Roy IT fiG11111
SPOPTS
Twin City Plaza, Brewer
Mon-Fri 9am-7pm, Sat 9am-5pm,
Sun 10am-5pm. 989-8350
PLOY I 1" new)
SPOPTS
One way to beat Augusta National is
to attack the par-5 holes, the most vulner-
able on the course. Faldo birdied all four
on Sunday, on putts of 2 feet, 22 feet,
two-putting from 30 feet and 3 feet.
His other two birdies came on No. 6 —
immediately after his only bogey of the
day — when he hit a 7-iron on the par-3 to
4 feet, and on No 18, when he rolled in a
15-footer after the matter was decided.
On the frighteningly fast and cruelly
contoured greens, he continually put the
ball in the right spots. None of his putts
on Sunday were longer than 35 feet, and
13 of his birdie putts were from 20 feet or
less.
"I went out today and thought that if
I was really smart with club selection
well, you know, I only three-putted once
this week," Faldo said. "I was leaving
uphill putts all the time. I was never
leaving scary ones."
From the way they played the final 18
holes in their head-to-head matchup, you
would have thought Norman was trailing
by six, not Faldo.
On the first hole, it was Faldo who hit
a fade safely to the middle of the fairway
and played a 9-iron to the middle of the
green, 25 feet from the hole for the two-
putt par.
Norman lashed a hook into the trees
then, instead of pitching safely for the
middle of the green, hit right at the flag,
cut tight behind the bunker and ended up
in the trap, making bogey.
On No. 4, a treacherous par 3 to a two-
tiered green with the pin on the right edge
of the narrow upper tier, tucked behind a
massive bunker, Faldo hit the green on
the top level and safely to the left of the
bunker.
Norman went right at the flag, missed
carrying the trap by about six feet and
again made a bogey from the sand.
On No. 9, Faldo wisely landed his ball
past the flag, leaving a 30-foot doWnhill
putt, perhaps his toughest putt of the day.
Norman banged his ball right at the cup,
hitting just feet below the flag. The ball
spun back, caught the contour of the green
and rolled down the steep slope off the
green, leading to another bogey.
And that's how the day went, Faldo
taking only what was wise to take on the
tricky Augusta National course, Norman
trying to force things that weren't there.
While Norman was turning a 3-stroke
lead into a 2-shot deficit on Nos. 9 through
12 — going bogey, bogey, bogey, dou-
ble-bogey — Faldo was content to make
four straight pars.
''I've worked hard on how to practice
and what I need to practice," Faldo said.
"But the really big thrill is to go out and
do it on the day."
He did on Sunday at the Masters. He
had a game plan. He stuck to it. And he
made the shots to carry it out.
That's what the great golfers do. That's
why Faldo's name is now on the edge of
that list of the greatest golfers of all time.
• Soccer
U.S. soccer looks for identi
(AP) — The U.S. Olympic soccer team
arrived at RFK Stadium Tuesday, trying
to shed an identity crisis.
This isn't the national team, the one
that reached the second round of the 1994
World Cup.
"Because of the World Cup, most of
the people who maybe weren't fans be-
fore who are fans now recognize those
players," defender Clint Peay said.
"Anytime we go somewhere, they're
wondering if we're that team. And, no,
we're not.''
Olympic soccer is for players under 23,
except for three wild cards. The governing
body of European soccer won't allow its
team to use the wild cards, leaving Brazil
and Argentina as the heavy favorites.
"You still think of the World Cup as
the ultimate goal," Peay said. "I think,
in general, the Olympics is the ultimate
goal for many. But as a soccer player, the
World Cup is the best."
The players' stroll on the grass at
See SOCCER on page 23
Dunn's 
PerformanceCenter
• Official motorcycle inspection station
• Large stock of oil, filters, fork seals,
tires, batteries and accessories for
motorcycles, ATV's and personal
watercrafts.
• Distributor of Micron Performance
motorcycle exhausts.
827- 8794
Mastercard, Visa
and Discover
acce ited.
dunns@dunns . sdi. agate. net
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Baseball from page 21
Where the Black Bears Stand:
As of April 15, the Black Bears are
tied for sixth place with Towson State,
with a 4-6 conference record. Delaware
is currently in first place with a 9-3 record
and Drexel is second with a 7-3 record.
The rest of the conference is packed
together. New Hampshire is in third with
a 4-4 record, followed closely by Ver-
mont at 5-5. Hofstra is a 1/2 game ahead
of Maine and Towson with a record of 5-
7. Northeastern and Hartford are a 1/2
game out of sixth with a 3-5 record.
Only the top six teams make the NAC
tournament, so Maine is at a crucial stage
in its schedule. The Black Bears have
four games with UNH and four with Hart-
ford left on their schedule, as well as a
double header with Hofstra.
"These are key games (the Hofstra games)
because we are in a position to move up to
the .500 mark in the conference and hurt
Hofstra's chances," said Winkin. "If you
look at the standings, nobody is really that
far apart except for the top two. Every game
is important, that's what it amounts to."
Softball from page 21
...Hofstra is undefeated in the league
with an 8-0 record. Behind them, there is
a three-way tie for second place between
Delaware, Vermont and BU. Maine is 0-
6, but just one game out of sixth place.
...In the NCAA Softball Regional
Rankings, two NAC teams are ranked in
the top seven in the Northeast. Hofstra is
fourth, while BU is sixth.
...Leading the league in hitting is Tow-
son State outfielder/pitcher Jen Weaver,
who is hitting .530.
...BU hurler Audrey West leads the
league with a 14-3 record and 0.63 ERA.
She is averaging 11 strikeouts per game
and under one run per game.
Soccer from page 22
RFK officially marked the move from
their training base in California to the old
Washington Redskins facility in nearby
Herndon, Va. The American team will
play its first-round games in Washington
and Birmingham, Ala.
"We're educating people on soccer
in this country, let alone specifically this
team," said Bruce Arena, coach of the
Olympic team and D.C. United in Major
League Soccer. "That's an ongoing chal-
lenge. But I think the rebirth of profes-
sional soccer in this country has again
put soccer on the sports page."
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apartments apart
Apt. for Fall semester '96. 1,2,3,4, & 5 BR.
Close to UM. Call 866-2516 or 941-9113.
Old Town showing + leasing 1 bed
from $350, 2 bed-$425, 4 bed-$750
Heat + Hot water Incl call 827-7404
1 BR APT heat + hot water inc. $375 +
security in Old Town 827-4561 Lease
Orono effic. Apts. close to campus,
store, and laundry heat incl. Aug +
Sept Leases $335-415+ dep Lou, 866-
4487
Old Town- 3 bedroom heated 600.
Also 3 bedroom heated 575. Parking,
storage, coin op Call 990-3576
Orono Townhouse APTS 2 br, 2 bath
basement for storage heat & h/w incl.
$600/mo + dep. call Lou 866-4487
ORONO 2Br APT for sublease this
summer 10 min walk to campus great
location $400 per month call 866-4493
Live off Campus yet close to Class! 1,
2 & 3Br utis maintenance FREE!! 30
day lease $399& up Call 866-4300.
Spring is here! Don't wait til
Fall...Need an apt? Just give us a call!
30 day lease! 866-4300. EHO.
Great 1,2,3 apartments as well as several
houses 942-6711 or evenings 827-3489
Cheryl
Orono 1 Bdr furnished modern walk
to UM professional setting summer or
year round $450 947-1874 862-4139
For Rent Bradley- 9mi to campus
mobile home excellent condition
Quiet 3br Kit Bath Lrm 866-7798
$600/mo
Large 3-4 bdrm apt. View of Great
Works Dam. $650 includes heat, hot
water. Deposit, lease 827-6788
Penobscotriver
views. $600+utilities. Deposit, lease.
827-6788.5
For Rent in June 3-4 bedroom
APTS. w/oil heat; 11/2 baths, fully
applianced w/dishwasher Crosby &
Hill St., Orono Quiet neighborhood
chem-free 1/2 mile from Campus
866-3785
Old Town 3BR 1BA on Bus Rt. Clean
spacious and quiet. No pets. $650
mo including heat + hot water.
Deposit 650 Call 827-2015 or 537-
3555
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE APART-
MENTS 660/mth. Luxury two bed-
room townhomes. Includes Heat,
Water, Sewer. No Pets. Sec. Dep. and
Lease Req. Close to Campus. Call 945-
6955.
STUDENTS ONLY! Live rent free while
in college. Nice Bangor two family
home. Call owner, eve., 781-3968
3+4 Bedroom apt June 1st also 2 Br 500
and up Lease dep Call Kerry 941-9539
EVE Day 827-6189
Sublet Stillwater Apartment from May
to August. Option to lease at end of
Aug. $262.50 Jen at 866-46622
2 Bedrooms 2 skylights 2 mi Heat/Hot
water/ gas stove incl. Avail May 827-
9151
Orono- 2 BR Avail Summer 96 or
Summer 96 thru Summer 97 Great
location, very spacious 500/mo Call
866-3764
Orono apartments 1 Br heat & hot
water 285 2 br heat & hot water 550 3
br house great landlords 866-2518-
3248
f //e Naiiie Caniptis
• NBA
Pacers win without Miller
(AP) — Reggie Miller, progressing
well a day after reconstructive surgery
on his right eye socket, was released
from St. Vincent Hospital on Monday.
The Indiana Pacers will be without
Miller at least three weeks, which would
be well into the start of the NBA play-
ofs, and they could be without him a lot
longer than that if his double vision has
not cleared completely.
Indiana rallied from a 19-point sec-
ond-quarter deficit Monday night to beat
Charlotte 90-87.
Ophthalmologist John Abrams said
after Miller's surgery on Sunday that
the double vision, caused by his two
eyes not focusing exactly in the same
direction, could take up to two months
to clear. Monday night, Abrams said
there had been a marked improvement,
but Miller was still seeing double when
he turned his eyes in certain direc-
tions.
Miller was injured in a collision with
Detroit's Otis Thorpe and Allan Hous-
ton Saturday night. Miller also suffered
a mild concussion and a neck sprain in
the collision.
Sunday's 30-minute operation in-
volved reconstructive surgery on the
floor of Miller's right eye socket.
"He's doing very well, considering
it's 12 hours after surgery," Abrams
said Monday. "His eye moves well in
all directions. He still has double vision,
and the muscle swelling looks good."
Doctors said Miller will have to rest
0 I I
Country living townhouse apts. Private,
quiet 2 BR 1 1/2 bath, kit, LR, private
entry. On-site laundry. 9 min. to
campus. Heated & HW included 575/
mo. 866-7798.
Apt. for May term & summer sessions.
Walking distance to UM. Eff., 1, 2, & 3 BR.
866-2516/941-9113. Roommate also
wanted.
Bradley- 1 br apt in quiet setting
$350/ mo + elec. No pets. 7 miles-
campus. Ref & sec dep. 827-7017.
2, 3, 4 Br apartments available. Various
occupancy dates. Sec, +Ref required. 1
yr leases call 827-3252
Luxurious Townhouses & Flats in a
beautiful setting within walking
distance to UMO. Kitchen has self
cleaning oven, side by side refrigerator/
freezer, microwave, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, washer/dryer, large fireplace
in living room, cathedral ceilings, atrium
doors to deck & private wooded yard,
oak spiral staircase, 30 foot bedrooms
w/skylights, 2 full baths, storage,
parking. heat & hot water included. 4
tenants per unit. Townhouses $940
($235 per tenant), flats $850 ($212.50
per tenant). Taking applications for May
& September occupancy. Tel. 866-0298/
989-5775 Pager: 823-9968
Old Town 4 Br 2 bath house $750 plus
util modern great cond DW+WD hook-
up sec+ lease call 827-3780 avail 6-1
Old Town Ig 3 br $675 H+HW inc
modern great condition w/D hook-up
4th student extra so call 827-3780
SUMMER APT FOR RENT! Cute 2
bedroom close to campus avail. May 13
asking $400/mos or BO Call 866-0240l
plum your apartiii
at least a week before he can begin to
work out. Once his vision clears, he
would wear protective goggles while
playing.
Meanwhile, the Pacers had little time
to worry about life without their leading
scorer and most popular player. The Pac-
ers held a team meeting after Monday
morning's shoot-around and players dis-
cussed "how to hold the fort down until
Reggie gets back," guard Mark Jackson
said.
"We're going to miss him, no ques-
tion about it," Jackson said. "Some-
body is going to have to step up. One
night it's going to be me, another night
it's going to be Rik Smits, and another
night it will be Derrick McKey."
Miller is not just the Pacers' leading
scorer at 21.1 points a game. The team
loses him at a time when he has tradi-
tionally raised his level of play.
Miller carried the Pacers in the play-
offs each of the last two years, when
they advanced to the Eastern Confer-
ence finals. He seems to thrive on the
pressure of the playoffs, particularly in
high-profile games.
In 1994, Miller scored 25 points in
the fourth quarter of Game 5 in the East-
ern Conference finals to lead the Pacers
over the New York Knicks in a series the
Knicks eventually won.
Last year, Miller scored eight points
in the final 19 seconds of the Pacers'
See PACERS on page 24
rtments
1 Up to 3 SUMMER SUBLETS avail at
spacious Orono apt $150/mo+util.
Own room; nice area; 10 min walk 2
campus/downtown. Call 866-3904
Summer Sublet 2 roommates to share
apt in College Park 1 space AVL May
13 have may for free 200 m H/HW inc
call 866-5654
50 High St, Old Town 2 Bdrm Apt avail
now. $500/mo includes Heat&HW &off
street parking & coin op toll free 750-
4119
Orono APTS showing + leasing Eff-1-2-
3-4 Bedroom Apts from $200 Heat &
Hot Water Included 827-7231
Old Town showing + leasing 1-2-3-4
- Bedroom Apts PLUS 3 Bed house Heat &
Hot Water included 827-7231
Bangor large 2 Br heat included $500 W+D
hook-up great condition sec+lease avail: 5/1
call 827-3780
Old Town large 1 BR 16x13 $410 H&HW
included modern great condition aval 6/15
call 827-3780
Orono- Heated 1 & 2 BDRM APTS and
furnished RMS walking distance to
University 866-2816 866-7888
Summer Sublet- on river, 4 mi from campus.
Nice area. Non-smok. 3bdr price neg. call 1-
6497 or 1-7662
For Rent in June 3-4 Bedroom APTS. w/
oil heat; 11/2 baths, fully applianced w/
dishwasher Crosby&Hill St., Orono quiet
neighborhood chem-free 1/2 mile from
campus 866-3785
140 Stillwater Ave, Old Town 2 bdrm
apt avail 5-1 $500/mo includes heat &
Hw & off st. parking. toll free 750-
4119
// t classified
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Pacers from page 23
107-105 comeback win in Game! of the
second round against the Knicks. The
Pacers went on to win that series before
losing to the Orlando Magic in seven
games in the conference finals.
"Reggie is Reggie," coach Larry
Brown said when asked to describe how
important Miller is to his team's playoff
hopes. "He's a great player. He's prob-
ably playing the best since I've been
here.
"You can't replace a great player.
You don't try to make up for his ab-
sence."
But Brown will have to find players
to fill in for Miller's 34.5 minutes a
game. Haywoode Workman was expect-
ed to start with Jackson in the backcourt,
with veteran Ricky Pierce and rookie
Travis Best seeing more playing time
than usual.
"We're on a roll, and we're certainly
going to miss him," Best said. "There's
no way to replace him, but we have to
pull things together without a great play-
er like Reggie."
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper The Maine Campus
The Maine Campus Classifieds Stop by the 4th floorChadbourne Hall for your
classified ad.
h elp wanted SUMMER JOB Business majors & GET YOUR BUMSTOCK 95 CD FORONLY FIVE DOLLARS AT THE OCB
OFFICE, THIRD FLOOR UNION CALL 581-
1840 FOR INFO SUPPORT BUMSTOCK
for saleeverybody else are encouraged to apply.
Free room & board & $175-$200 a
week. The job would entail helping me in
daily activities including driving/travelling
and helping me do a little bit of research
on the business that my family is going to
open. I would like to pick somebody as
soon as possible because I really want us to
get to know each other before I pick
anybody to help/work for me!!! No
SPECIAL TRAINING NEEDED!!! Call Bill
Picard at 1-7170.
Alaska Employment- Fishing Industry.
Earn up to $3,000- 6,000+ per month.
Room & Board! Transportation! Male/
Female. No experience necessary!
206--971-3510 ext. A50674
Jewel of a car!!! '73 Pontiac Catalina
w/only 102K on it. New Battery,
alternator, + 2 new tires. only $560.00!
This is your last chance to own a classic!
827-5950
Attention all students!!! Grants &
scholarships available! Billions of
$$$ in private funding. Qualify
immediately. 1-800-243-2435.Jobs for next Fall I have 5 people
graduating this semester so I will have
a lot of openings for jobs in the Fall.
It is the most convenient job you'll
ever have helping me do things
everyday. Call Bill Picard 1-7170
Loft Single, Free-standing Loft
sanded, stained, polyed. Looks Great,
Easy to assemble. $100 OBO 827-
5388
LAMBING SEASON BEGINS 1ST WEEK
OF APRIL @WITTER CENTER/UNIVER-
SITY FARM, COME VISIT
Male & Female Strippers. Beautifu
Girls Now featuring the hot new
Latin Connection. Exotica 947-4406
Need a Word Processor? Mac LC
with 4mb RAM, monitor, keyboard,
etc. $400 Great entry level Computer
581-7234
TROPICAL RESORT HIRING- Entry-level
& career positions available world-wide
(Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean, etc.).
Waitstaff, housekeepers, Scuba dive
leaders, fitness counselors, and more.
Call Resort Employment Services 1-206-
971-3600 ext. R50674
Career Assts. Needed Fall 96. Work
Study, Merit, or Interns. Interested call
The Career Center at X1359
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! over $6
Billion in public and private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All students
are eligible. Let us help. For more info, call:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F50674
Pentium 75 8mb 730HD 28,800 Fax /
Modem 2mb vram 420mb tape
backup 4x CD ROM WIN 95 15"
monitor Word Perfect lots more Call
Eric 866-0231
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3000-
$6000+ per month. Room & Board!
Transportation! Male/ Female. No
experience necessary! (206)971-3510 ext
A50675
Letters of application for Grad Repre-
sentative to BOT due April 24. For
more info. contact AGS at 581-2831
EASTERN EUROPEAN JOBS- Teach
basic conversational English in Prague,
Budapest, or Krakow. No teaching
certificate required. Inexpensive Room &
Board + other benefits. For info, call
(206) 971-3680 ext K50672
81 KAWA K2650 $150 also skis,
boots, poles- 195's SIZE 12 boot
$90. Call 827-7044Camo Counselor Positions June 15- Needed 23 students serious to lose 5-100
lbs. New Metabolism breakthrough
guaranteed results $29.95 1-800-435-7291
August 11. Residential Girls Camp, 1
hour from Portland, Maine, on
beautiful lake. Archery, Drama, Arts
& Crafts, Riding, Music, Photogra-
phy. Call or write: Anne Fritts, c/o
Camp Arcadia, Pleasantville Rd., New
Vernon, NJ 07976 201-538-5409.
1989 Honda Civic LX 4DR 5SPD PW/
PDL AC great condition 113 mi
please call 581-1063 or 990-5871
after 7PM
lost & found
FOUND: Car keys and University Key
plus other attached items on key ring.
Found one month ago. Call Bruce at
1-1177 and identify
WANTED: Bob Dylan tickets. One or
two, price negotiable. Call Scott 989-
2231 day, 843-5515 evenings.
SUMMER JOBS IN BAR HARBOR Acadia
Bike & Canoe/Costal Kayaking Tours,
Bike Shop Staff, Sea Kayaking Guides,
Store Managers, Seasonal positions for
this Summer. To recieve job descrip-
tions & application visit the Student
Employment Office @ 229 Alumni Hall
on Campus or Call 288-9605
Need College$? Consider private 
sector scholarships. Free recorded
message gives details. 285-7655TENNIS SUMMER JOBS- Summer Boys and
Girls sports camps in Mass. Looking for
instructors with Tennis background who
can teach children to play tennis and who
will enjoy a Professionally run sports
environment. Great facility and staff!
Salary, Room & Board, Travel allowance all
included. Many positions still open. Call
Camp Winadu 800-494-6238
EUROPE $169. Caribbean/Mexico
$189 R/T. Be a little flexible and save
$$$ We'll help you beat airline
prices. Destinations worldwide.
Attention Seniors!!! Uncertain what
you will doing after graduation? How
about spending the summer on one of
the most beautiful islands in
America!!! The Bar Harbor Hotel-
Bluenose Inn is now accepting applica-
tions for desk clerks, housekeeping
staff, wait staff, kitchen staff, break-
fast cook, grounds/maintenance, bell
hops, and dishwashers. Must be
available through October 20, 1996.
Please Call Connie at 1-800-445-4077
Bicycle mechanic needed 1 yr shop
experience required contact Dave or
Lost: pair of prescription eyeglasses
in Guess holder. Last seen at Staurt
Commons. Please call with info.
581-8625 no questions asked
Classifieds
personals
Oooh, 1, those Healthy Passions are flowing.
Let's Celebrate! April 15-19. You're my
passion. -Keith
Great summer job! Work outdoors
playing sports! Counselor, boys sports
camp in Maine. All land sports, tennis,
waterfront activities, creative arts, outdoor
skills. Modern facilities, great pay. Call
now 617-277-8080 Camp Cedar
Need info on Healthy Passions wk? Call 1-
4561, or stop by the table in the Union, 4/
12, 15, 16, 17.
Healthy Passions Social, Dinner, Dance, 4/17.
Call 1-4561 for more info. Healthy Passions!$Cruise Ships Hiring! Students
needed! $$$+ free travel (Caribbean, Ok, JJ, RU bringing KE to the Massage
Europe, Hawaii) Seasonal /Perm, no
exp necessary, Gde, 919-929-4398
el 139
Mike 945-6474$ Wkshp? 4/18,430, Hncock, Sign up, 14561.
I'll bring AW. -Me
• 3 Lines
3 Days
• 3 Bucks
miscellaneous Oh, P, I can't wait for the Fairplay on the mall,4/18, 2pm. Games, games, games! It's HP
wk! 15-19.
500 summer camp opportunities in
NY,PA,New England. Choose from 40
camps. Instructors needed! Tennis,
baseball, hockey, rollerblade, soccer,
lacrosse, softball, volleyball, basketball,
PE majors, education majors, gymnas-
tics, english riding, lifeguard, WSI, water
skiing, sailing, windsurfing, fitness, mt.
biking, pioneering, rockclimbing, ropes,
dance, piano accompanist, dramatics,
ceramics, jewelry, woodshop, photogra-
phy, radio, nature, RN's, chefs, food
services. Arlene 1-800-443-6428;
516-433-8033
HENRY ROLLINS SPOKEN WORD
SUNDAY APRIL 21 AT 6:00PM IN
THE MEMORIAL GYM
Keith CU @ the Roommate Game, 4/17, 7pm
Bear's den. I know we're going to win! -John
Healthy Passions Week! April 15-19. Events,
prizes, fun, and passion. Call 1-4561 for more
info. 
.
WRESTLERS Organized, motivated person
needed to run the UMAINE WRESTLING
CLUB for 97 Call Steve 581-7996
CB- Did you hear who's playing at the Healthy
Passions Dance? CHIA! ooh-ahh. 4/18, 7:30-11
Looking for Bob Dylan tickets. Four if
possible. Can use two. Please call 722-
3628 ask for Clayton. Yeh, JB, a Maine Bound Ropes Course for
Healthy Passions! 4/19, 2 pm, Call 14561 2
Sign up.
LIMBO DJ SERVICE Over $12,000 in
music. All request. Booking for summer
functions anywhere in Maine 581-4716 Ok, Towel Man last chance for a massage
4/19, 2 pm, Drummond Chapel, Un. Call
1-4561!! -Muffin
